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Remember the days of the old school yard

Above:
Danny Ross, a finalist
on the TV show
The Voice, received a
more than enthusiastic
welcome with his
“coach” Joel Madden
on his return to the
Valley in June to say
thanks for the support
received.
More on page 3
Left :
Yvonne Ferguson and
Helen Nickel were in
last year’s successful
Trek for Timor, (p 19)
while Oliver Radic (p7)
(right) is covering the
Tour de France for the
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What goes up - does come down
setting new standards of overseas reportage.
Tony Barnett’s report on the beauty of
Bhutan, Jane Gripper’s observations on the
USA and eu-bacteria, Ian Chambers’
adventure on The Silk Road plus his “Save
the planet” series, a new column on things
antiquarian by David Gazzard, specialist
health and lifestyle columns and an update
on the Friendly Inn Village Garden all
combine to add a lot of interesting articles
for our readers.
The entertainment scene is still vibrant with
the visit by Northolm College, the Bridge
Production classic series in Berry, Beauty
and the Beast in Nowra, a funky Upper River
and a claim the date for the Pre-School
winter dance are all detailed in this issue,
with the annual Folk Festival getting active
to encourage early bird bookings
The fundraising movement is alive and well
in the Valley, with the pre-school dance
joining the Trek for Timor (page 19) and the
Noah’s Ark Challenge (page 28) in providing
many opportunities for participation and
support from all sections of the community.
Pleasing also to provide five pages of sports
coverage, but we would find room for more
(e.g. hockey, bowls, fishing and pony club
news and there may be others).
We are pleased to publicise the award
winning achievements of Preston and Sons
and the Lions Club changeover dinner with
recognition by the club of the sterling and
laudable efforts by club members and those
from the wider community.
Now that the political landscape has been
redrawn (in Canberra at least) there will
inevitably be a lot of navel gazing and
motherhood statements being trotted out on a
daily basis while the jockeying for advantage
plays out in the next few weeks or months.
Perhaps we will be deluged by press releases
on all manner of subjects and will provide
space for the opinions and promises and
advertisements of those seeking office: that
could mean another big issue. Carl Leddy

When this issue of the Voice first “hit
the stone”, it was tentatively set out as
a 48 page edition, but we now present
a 60 page issue to begin our 18th year
of publication.
It is said that a week is a long time in
politics (confirmed in the jostling and
shoving that took place in Canberra on
Wednesday June 26) and so it happens
with the production of this paper.
There is such a wealth of subject matter and
a variety of stories and information to cover,
I often wonder what will be the next “big
thing” to be of interest to our readers and if
there will ever be a slowdown of matters of
concern to the residents of this special place.
There was a great interest in the fortunes of
Valley boy Danny Ross in the TV show “The
Voice”, and the large turnout for his visit
before the final made for a pop star
enthusiastic response well deserved.
Danny was really overwhelmed by the
response on the Saturday appearances and
for the continued support he had received
from the Valley.
We also carry in this issue a detailed report
by Lyn Obern on the destruction of the
wombat habitat and population at Bendeela.
This action needs official investigation as a
matter of urgency and hopefully Lyn’s
comprehensive report will provide a starting
point for its thoroughness and currency.
We are certainly proved a travelling race in
the Valley. Many have responded in the past
to our invitation to share their experiences
with friends and neighbours through the
columns of the Voice, and we are pleased to
present these stories because of their variety
and to expand our appreciation of other
cultures, people and events.
On page 7 we preview Oliver Radic’s
exclusive commentary on the Tour de
France, and judging from his earliest reports
this will prove to be a ground-breaker in

The Editor

Letters to the Editor

Arrangements for the 2015
Centenary of ANZAC

All letters must be signed by
the writer and give both
business and home phone
numbers so letters can be
verified if necessary.
The writer’s name will be
published with the letter.
Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577

I encourage all Gilmore residents to
familiarise themselves with the ballot
arrangements for passes to attend the 2015
Centenary of Anzac celebrations in Gallipoli
Cove, Turkey.
Despite demand in recent years almost
exceeding 15,000, the Government has just
announced a cap of 8,000 Australians that
will be permitted to attend the official Anzac
Centenary ceremony at Gallipoli on 25 April
2015.

Or

(Continued on page 4)
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Oh Danny boy,
the pipes, the pipes
are calling….
...But come ye back
when summer's in
the meadow
Or when the
valley's hushed and
white with snow...
The haunting lyrics of the traditional
Irish folk song seem to be appropriate
in the setting of Danny Ross’s return
to the Valley, on the eve of his
appearance in the Grand Finale of
The Voice, the television program that
catapulted Danny into the lounge
rooms of the nation.
Saturday June 15 saw a large turnout of
well-wishers when Danny put in an
appearance (accompanied by coach Joel
Madden) to thank the Valley for the
support and encouragement he had
received during The Voice program.

Above: the rapt audience at the daytime performance and below those who missed out

Danny performed some of his repertoire
during the afternoon at Café Bella and again
on the Saturday night, before heading back to
Sydney to prepare for the big night.
Danny was not the winner of the contest but
he was a clear winner with crowd who turned
up to cheer the local boy who made good.
Ahead lies a promise of a career in music
and song-writing and our information is that
he has original material for three albums.

Beware of this scam making a
unwelcome re-appearance
This is a message forwarded to the Valley Voice by a committee member
who has a friend who received the call quoted below

Slim Ward, still an active member of K. V. Lions Club at 90 years
of age received warm congratulations at the changeover dinner

Got a call last night from an individual identifying himself as an
Telstra Service technician who was conducting a test on our
telephone lines.
He stated that to complete the test I should touch nine(9), zero ( 0),
hash (#) and then hang up. Luckily, I was suspicious and refused.
Upon contacting the telephone company, I was informed that by
pushing 90#, you give the requesting individual full access to your
telephone line, which allows them to place long distance telephone
calls billed to your home phone number.
I was further informed that this scam has been originating from
many of the local Jails/prisons. DO NOT press 90# for
ANYONE. Please pass this on to your friends.
If you have mailing lists and/or newsletters from organizations you
are connected with, we encourage you to pass this on.
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Letters to the Editor (continued)

The Editor

(Continued from page 2)

Help is at hand

It is therefore essential that any Gilmore
resident thinking about attending register for
one of the 3,000 double passes for ordinary
Australians to attend the ceremony when
applications open on November 1 later this
year.
There will also be 800 separate reserved
passes for any current or past ADF personnel
who have served in any operation outside of
Australia.
Any widow of a WW1 veteran is also invited
to attend the Gallipoli ceremony at the
Australian Government’s full expense to
attend the 2015 ceremony as a member of
the 500-strong official delegation.
Direct descendants of Gallipoli veterans will
also receive 800 double passes, while school
students and chaperones will receive 400
places.
In all cases, however, it is necessary that
anyone interested in attending register their
interest on www.gallipoli2015.dva.gov.au
Anyone wanting further information about
arrangements for the Centenary of Anzac
should visit the Anzac Centenary website at
www.anzaccentenary.gov.au, or contact my
office.
Joanna Gash
Member for Gilmore

For Valley Voice
advertising please phone
44 651 621

often during the election campaign.
If there are particular matters that you
might require information on then please
contact me as below and I will make
every effort to address your concerns.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

In her letter published in the June issue, Jane
Gripper says that she was "under the false
impression that there would be some editing
process involved in submitting articles
(never assume)".
For many years Carl Leddy has voluntarily
taken on the job, for the benefit of our
community, of putting together the Voice - in
my opinion ever-increasing in quality as well
as quantity - a job which is virtually full-time
for 11 months each year.
I think it is unreasonable to expect one
person to take on the job of sub-editor as
well as that of editor.
However, Carl has accepted my offer to
proofread the Voice, starting with this issue.
Whilst I cannot expect to pick up every error,
and my views of correct grammar and
punctuation will doubtless not be shared by
all, I hope that readers will in future find less
cause for comments such as that quoted
above.
Tony Barnett
The Editor

Hampden Bridge works completed
Hampden Bridge in Kangaroo Valley is back
to its best after two weeks of maintenance
work.
The New South Wales Government allocated
$69,000 for the work.
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) started
work in mid-May to tighten bolts and repair
girders to keep the historic icon in tip top
condition.
This beautiful and historic bridge is a visitor
draw card and wonderful reminder of days
gone by.
I thank RMS for carrying out regular
maintenance on the only surviving example
of a late nineteenth century timber deck
suspension bridge in NSW.
RMS has completed some other minor work
around the bridge including extending the
drainage pipe on the Kangaroo Valley side of
Hampden Bridge to improve access and
drainage.
This work was carried out during the day and
did not impact traffic.
More work on the bridge is planned for later
this year. RMS will advise the community
about this work before it starts.
The New South Wales Government and
RMS are committed to increasing safety for
some of our most vulnerable road users and
$69,000 has been allocated to install a new
children’s crossing and two 12 metre long
kerb extensions on Moss Vale Road outside
Kangaroo Valley Public school.
The new measures aim to improve safety for
students walking to and from school by
providing a safe place to cross.
It also provides motorists with a clearer
warning that children are around.
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Work to install the crossing and extend the
kerb was planned to start on Monday 17th
June and will be carried out on weekdays
from 7.30am to 3pm until Friday 28th June,
weather permitting.
A reduced speed limit of 40km/h will be in
place and some lane closures may be needed
for the work and to ensure the safety of
pedestrians, traffic controllers will be on site
to manage and guide traffic flow in the area.
Gareth Ward
Member for Kiama
The Editor

Another view of the crossing
You will no doubt have seen the RMS
(previously RTA) construction of "blisters"
in front of the school.
This has created a loss of more than 11 CAR
PARKING SPACES.
The loss of these car parking spaces will
DIRECTLY AFFECT ALL BUSINESSES
in the village 7 DAYS PER WEEK, 52
WEEKS PER YEAR.
How effective will it be?
The crossing, though promoted for use by the
whole school and community is void for use
by people who walk north (towards the
tennis courts) of the village.
If these people use the new crossing, they
will be forced to walk on the road to pass the
creek/canal between the church and the
houses at the bottom as there is no foot path
or walk way. Is this not more unsafe than our
current situation?
By putting in the crossing and losing the
parking spaces, parents will be forced to park
further away from the school.
If parents are having difficulty crossing
safely, then why do they not find parking on
the school side of the road –may as well park
a little further away – that is what will
happen now anyway!
The crossing will not be signposted as a
designated pedestrian crossing outside of
school zone times.
There will not be any visual pedestrian
crossing signage outside of school zone
times. Children riding or walking through
town unsupervised outside of school zone
hours, the crossing will not operate as a
signposted crossing point (eg weekends or
after 4 p.m. when secondary school buses
arrive).
So while the construction has caused delays,
the permanent blisters will cause less parking
permanently and leading to more delays as
an ongoing problem.
The reduced parking will frustrate not only
locals but also visitors to town and lead to
them NOT stopping and spending money in
Kangaroo Valley.
Is it really desired by our community?
I am interested to hear other peoples’
opinions.
The RMS certainly have not consulted the
community as much as they did with the
Hampden Bridge project did and that was a
short term temporary issue.
Please email me at nicolepoelzl@gmail.com
Sincerely,
Nicole Poelzl
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Bendeela camping grounds ‘cover up’.
I have just returned from seeing the most
indiscriminate destruction following land
clearance work carried out by Shoalhaven
Council on behalf of the Sydney Water
Authority at Bendeela picnic and camping
grounds.
On first appearance, to a visitor, or someone
who does not visit the area regularly, it all
looks tidy, cleared and although a bit drastic
in places, nothing seems out of place.
However, if you take a closer look at the
remaining landscape, which now has tree
mulch sprayed all over the top in deep
quantities disguising its original shape, it
also disguises the humps and hollows of the
many wombat burrows that have been filled
in and collapsed through this clearance
process.
Fact- It is illegal in NSW to fill in or
collapse an active (wombats are using it)
wombat burrow.
Two weeks ago work commenced to clear
privet and non native vegetation from the
Picnic Grounds by using a large mulching
machine. Local Wildlife groups, or rangers at
NSW Parks and Wildlife were not informed
or contacted prior to this work commencing,
to ask for advice about how this work could
be done without destruction of active
burrows. No one bothered to identify which
burrows were active or inactive. This
identification can take two weeks of
surveying the burrows, by placing a
collection of light sticks across the entrances
and monitoring their position. If the sticks
are moved, the burrow is active.
Fact – wombats use more than one
burrow.
I have spoken with Council, and asked the
environmental officer in charge of this
project if any such survey was undertaken.
No identification of active or inactive
burrows was completed.
I suggested that Council could have
approached any wildlife organisation, who
would have willingly worked with them,
assisted with plotting burrows and surveys of
activity, or trapping and releasing whilst the
area is being cleared, returning wombats
back into the same area after completion.
I was informed that it was down to the
contractors working the machinery during
the daytime to identify the status of the
visible burrows as they cleared the land of all
vegetation.
Fact – wombats are nocturnal animals and
are asleep during the daytime inside their
burrows. How can contractors know if
burrows are occupied in daytime hours?
A complaint was made to the contractors by
a local resident who watched this work being
done, who was horrified to see so little care
being taken to preserve the burrows that
were (but are no longer) in abundance and
are now buried deep within the mulched tree
debris that in places lies 2 feet thick. This
resident was informed not to worry, by the
SCWA representative, stating ‘wombats
have an exit hole to escape’ and ‘wombats
will always return’

Fact- dead wombats cannot return to
filled in burrows.
Fact- wombats do not have an
entrance hole and exit hole to their
burrow.
The entrance hole is also their exit.
If you block this entrance/exit the
wombat is trapped underground.
We are not talking about leaf mulch
here, but large smashed branches, that
have engulfed the burrows, filling them
in and preventing any chance for
escape.
Fact – It is documented that
wombats do not attempt to escape
This is the burrow the environmental officer said he
from collapsed burrows, It is not
knew they had collapsed but did not check or remove
possible to move large amounts of
the debris to see if it was active. Large burrow being
earth in a small caved in area, so
they remain where they feel safe, and cleared from collapsed roof, due to machinery weight,
which filled this space to the top,– this was the
slowly starve and are buried alive.
sleeping chamber, two tunnels went off from this
The machine being used has a large and
which were blocked with soil and mulch.
noisy mulching drum that spins and
mulches anything that it runs over. The
method considered by SCWA and
aim of the exercise, so this resident was
Shoalhaven Council contractors.
informed by the contractor, is to remove
The environmental officer in charge of this
privet and lantana that has a stronghold over
land care project stated the work had been
the banks that slope down to the river edge.
completed with ‘minimal impact’. He then
This is an economic way of clearance, but
proceeded to tell me that some wombats
not an environmentally friendly way. The
were seen running from their burrows as the
clearance work to remove noxious weeds and
machinery was being used, and admitted to
privet had to be done, the areas were very
knowing they had collapsed an extra large
overgrown, and I wholeheartedly support the
burrow behind the toilet block as the
removal of non native weeds and flora, but
machinery ran over the top. Did anyone go
not at the expense of killing native wildlife
and check to see if this was an active burrow,
habitat and wildlife itself for the sake of
and try and release any trapped wombats? He
making monetary savings.
admitted no one checked it.
Fact-These animals are protected by law .
MINIMAL IMPACT??
Cut and Paint is the way to remove unwanted
Fact- It is illegal in NSW to fill in or
invasive noxious weeds. It takes out the non
collapse an active (wombats are using it)
native weeds and leaves any native flora to
wombat burrow.
grow, and does not impact on wild life
Council do not have any survey or
habitat in such a brutal manner. It is more
evidence of whether any of the burrows
expensive, and it takes longer, and in such a
populated wildlife area should be the only

(Continued on page 58)
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October
25-27
2013
Festival innovation
in written competition
There has been a poetry competition
at this festival previously but this year
will see the expansion of the spoken
word component and a more formal
written poetry competition.
Kangaroo Valley is also introducing an
innovation to it’s competition, which
will allow poems written jointly by two
or more authors, as long as co-authors
are named on the entry form.
There are two sections for children, a Bush
Poetry (OPEN) and a themed section.
Section three (Open) is for ‘rhyme and
metre’ poems on an Australian topic.
The theme for this year’s ‘Crystal Creek
Meadows’ Award is ‘Man Made Vs Mass
Produced’ and is open to all styles of poetry.
The ‘Crystal Creek Meadows’ Award is for a
poem on the theme of ‘Hand Made Vs Mass
Produced’. The prize for this award is a stay
for two at the ‘Crystal Creek Meadows’
B&B (conditions apply) situated in the
beautiful Kangaroo Valley.
The poets breakfast on Saturday will be
hosted, as usual, at the Cafe Bella in the
main street and is always very well attended

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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And another form of writing fervour
Six months in, it’s writing fever at the
texture Community Reading Room…
and it’s just the thing to keep us cosy
in these grey, wet winter months.
The first of our monthly drop-in writing
sessions, Untamed Writing kicked us off at
the end of June, and at the time of writing I
am anticipating the first meetings of both the
weekly Writing + Craft group and the
monthly Workshop group. (Please email me
<selena@texture.net.au> or phone (02 ) 4465
2675 if you are keen to attend or know
more.)

Children’s Activities
July is a busy month for children’s activities,
with two writing workshops for children:
so patrons who want a seat for the delicious
breakfast for which Cafe Bella is known will
have to come early. Don’t forget to bring
your favourite poem to read for the walk ups.
There is also talk of a Performance
competition to be held on the Sunday of the
Festival but arrangements are yet to be
finalised.
The outcome of this will have no influence
on the written competition.
Full terms and conditions of the competition
and entry form are available on the Festival
website and through the Australian Bush
Poets Assn any other enquiries by email to
Zondrae King. zondraeking@gmail. com

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
2 TILL 4 PM

Thurs, July 4 –
Story-Hatchers
(Years K to 2;
full) Wed, July
10 –
Storyworks
(Years 3 to 6;
few places left).
If your child
would be
interested in
attending, please phone, drop-in or email to
request a booking form. Our monthly texture
Storytime is at 3.45pm on Wed July 10, after
the workshop and the high school students’
group is gaining momentum – please get in
touch for more information.

Change to Opening Hours
Due to teaching commitments at the
University of Wollongong next semester,
from 22 July the opening hours will change.
New hours are
Mon and Tues 8am to 11am
Wed and Thurs 9am to 5pm (closed for lunch
12.30pm to 2pm)
So, just as I’d hoped, writers and readers are
coming out of the closet (or the garret) and
making themselves known.
One real delight this past month was the
discovery of valley writer Gitta Theiberger
and her clever and beautiful wartime tale The
Magic Doll, which really does have a bit of
magic about it. If you haven’t read it, do.
Selena Hanet-Hutchens
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Valley cycling enthusiast takes
his place at the Tour de France
After years of sleep deprived nights
watching 'Le Tour' into the early
hours of the morning and this being
the 100th anniversary with so many
Aussies represented I decided to not
just go and experience the race, the
festivals in each town it passes
through and the magnificent scenery,
but to ride as many of the major
climbs as possible.
Training in the lofty heights of the 'Cols'
of Kangaroo Valley surely is adequate
preparation for the likes of Col du
Tourmalet , Alpe d Huez , Mont
Ventoux, and Col de la Madeleine to
name just a few. Oh dear ! (Expletive
removed)

It’s that time
of the year

With climbing being the main goal as
well as competing in a few races I
managed to shed some weight from
my usual hulking frame. Yes, I
shaved down ! Well that's a kilo on
its own ! Everyone does it. Don't
they? Oh, that's what Lance said and
look how that turned out!
I have just landed in Nice staying in
the hills near Vence for a few days.
Went straight out for a 2 1/2 hour ride,
grinning from ear to ear .
Another ride north of Nice today with
a friend of Ian Boyle then off to the
Pyrenees for a week of mountain
ascents with another friend from
Hong Kong before returning to Nice
for the start of Le Tour.
Go Cadel ! Vive Le Tour !
Ollie
An Epic Pushy Odyssey tour report presented by
Valley resident Oliver Radic.
NB That is not Oliver in the illustration above.
He has promised a first hand report in following issues
for the expanded international coverage in the Voice

The perfect weather conditions
leading into winter have been a
wonderful boost for pasture growth.
Unfortunately, the conditions have also
been perfect for our old enemy
…..'Fireweed'.
This season seems to have brought with it,
the most abundant crop of Fireweed that we
can remember.
The Princes Highway, south of Kiama is
literally a sea of yellow and the problem is
now totally out of control.
Kangaroo Valley, due mainly to its unique
geography is mostly free of this noxious,
yellow flowered, weed........and we really
need to keep it that way!
It is a relatively simple task to pull out and
bag any Fireweed plants as soon as they
appear in your backyard or paddocks.
Once the flowers turn to seed they are
broadcast easily and from this point it
becomes a more and more difficult problem.
If you act quickly and 'stop the spread', your
neighbours, the community and all future
generations of residents in this beautiful
Valley will be most grateful.
Kevin Wellington

For Valley Voice
advertising
please phone
44 651 621

Dr. Jeanette Keir MBBS (NSW)
Has rooms at the
Kangaroo Valley Community Centre
(Ambulance Station) in Broughton Street

Usual opening hours
Mondays 2-30 pm to 5-30 pm
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 9-30 am to 1 pm
and 2-3o pm to 5-30 pm
Thursdays 11-30 am to 2-30 pm
Consultations and house calls by appointment

44 652 007
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Upper River Hall the place to be seen
Don’t miss the party of the season…be
there or be square!

In a world of sample mediocrity and
regurgitated rehashes, LO FIVE stand
in stark contrast, beckoning all brave
adventurers to a bright and funky future
at the Upper River Hall on Saturday 13
July.
Have you got your tickets yet? Chillax!
You can still get them from The Red Shed
Rural Supplies in Jenanter Drive or by
emailing upperriverhall@gmail.com but get
them now ‘cos you can’t get them on the
night!

Kangaroo Valley Post Office

COMPUTER SUPPLIES
AND
STATIONERY
“Painting is in progress at the Upper River Hall. Thanks to Ian from
Kangaroo Valley Painting and Decorating it’s starting to looking fab!”

- INK CARTRIDGES
- TONER CARTRIDGES
- USB FLASH DRIVES
- A4 REFLEX AUST MADE

Only $35 for the smooth sounds
of Lo Five, nibbly dippy things
on arrival and bowls of hot soulwarming food for dinner.
The night starts @ 6.30 and will
finish around 11.

NOWRA PRICES
If an item is not in stock and you
need to purchase regularly please let
us know and we will stock the item

This is another not-to-be-missed
night of originality up a river…
Lo Five bring the best soul
flavours from the sizzling past
and mixes them with the
sparkling present – a step back in

Telephone
4465 1199

FOR ALL YOUR
POND AND DAM
CARE NEEDS
Specialist in:



Algae and weed removal incl. azolla,
duckweed, salvinia




Pond and dam renovation

Pump and filtration systems
Fish and aquatic plants
Using:



Targeted, non-residual sprays that are
safe for animals and aquatic life



Tried and tested methods
Follow-up and maintenance

Rob Packer Pond and Dam Care

0409550741

“Students at the FYRE ‘Acting for Camera’
workshop that was held at Upper River Hall
on the June long weekend.”
time to the greats of yesterday, a step
forward to a brave new world.
Flares, afros and dancing shoes are optional
but we know how KV loves to dress up!
While it’s winter outside, our “Upper River
Hall” nu soul funk club will be hot and
happening, with an inside cash only bar,
tables and lounge areas for chillin’ and a
pumping dance floor.
The band will play two sets and in between
there will be lots of time to mingle, eat and
party.
So groove on down the road with your
friends, fill your bellies with warm delicious
food and satisfy your soul with the truly
original incredibly talented boys from Lo
Five. Yeah baby!
Sarah Butler
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Don’t miss out!
Disney’s “Beauty and the Beast” opened at the
Shoalhaven Entertainment Centre on Friday June 28 th.
Staged by the Albatross Musical Theatre Company, this production features
four talented Kangaroo Valley locals –
Ron Burcher, Karen Cruickshank, Jacinta Perry and Pat Powell.
Early ticket sales have indicated that it will be a great success.
There are still three performances remaining on 5th, 6th and 7th July,
with tickets available from the Shoalhaven Entertainment Centre,
phone 1300 788 503 or www.shoalhavenentertainment.com.au.
Book Now!

Left to right; are Pat, Karen, Jacinta and Ron during rehearsals.

1

2

3

More local entertainment . Top the Beauty and the Beast: 1 Brilliance
and 2 Sophie Rowell and Kristian Chong at the Berry School of Arts:
3 Lo Five Boys a the Upper River Hall: all details on page 59 in Wot’s on.

FOR ALL YOUR RURAL CONTRACTING REQUIREMENTS
Hay and
Silage
sales

44 651 177

Direct drilling
Ploughing
Slashing
Weed spraying
ChemCert
accredited

Geoff and Tania Sharman
Geoff 0409 289 122

Tania 0409 289 123

Consulting
Property
management
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Preschool News

services at berry:
•
physiotherapy
•
hydrotherapy
•
falls prevention
•
home visits
services at gerringong
are the same as at berry plus:
•
womens’ health/continence

massage therapy

dry needling

gym membership

psychology

exercise programs

podiatry

physiotherapists
mark burns
belinda henry
vicki Angwin
pat moore
sheryl dickinson
alison crofts
massage therapists
laura stoertz
robyn mckean
psychologist
janine gent
podiatrist
nathan wolhuter

for all appointments please call gerringong on

4234 4666
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We love Eu-Bacteria
I recently had to write a paper on
eubacteria as part of my studies in
environmental education. I am not
really a science type of gal….or at
least I thought I wasn't! I see myself
as a yoghurt making, compost
turning, veggie diggin’, chicken
farmin’, sore throat soothing, kid
cleanin’, gal.

eubacteria (known as enteric bacteria) found
in the human intestine, actually make
vitamins, which we, without so much as a
“thank you”, quite happily absorb.
If we think WE have a lot to be grateful
about to the eubacteria residing in our
This actually kills off any of those nasty
bacteria in the milk. Cool the milk to 49° C.
This is the perfect temperature to add the
good eubacteria (lactobacillus, bulgaricus
and streptococcus thermophilus).
In this lovely warm environment, eubacteria
thrive. Just sit back and let them do all the
work. Same goes for cheese and sour cream.
The list of eubacteria associated with dairy
derived products is quite impressive.

As it turns out, I know more about
eubacteria than I thought I did, and all
along, it was right here under my nose
(and in my compost heap, and in my
yoghurt).
Evolutionary life on earth apparently began
with the unicellular prokaryotic eubacteria
(cells with no membrane enclosed nucleus
and no organelles). Eubacteria in the form of
blue green algae was all over the earth about
three million years ago. These little
dynamos, using photosynthesis, added
oxygen to earth’s atmosphere…the
beginning of something beautiful.
The rest (as they say) is history!
So, back to our gardens, which, like the rest
of the natural world, benefit from the
presence of eubacteria.
I can’t imagine what we would do with out
these little eubacterial helpers working
busily in the garden, helping to breakdown
all that dead organic matter into useful,
usable soil. And while I’m in the garden,
lets just talk about nitrogen fixing.
While there are a few other types of
bacteria, such as archaebacteria who will fix
nitrogen (make nitrogen available for plants
to use), the main responsibility for the whole
“nitrogen fixing palaver” is generally left up
to…yes, you guessed it, good ol’ eubacteria,
known as rhizobia.

Generally speaking, because of the
“decompositional” role that eubacteria play,
plants and animals could not get the
nutrients they need to remain alive if it
weren’t for eubacteria.
People are filled with fear when they read
the word “E.coli” in the headlines of the
morning newspaper.
But fear not! E.coli, another helpful
eubacteria, is not necessarily always the bad
guy. It’s usually just a case of being in the
wrong place at the wrong time!
E.coli lives in our intestines, helping
animals digest food. E.coli, along with other

intestines, just consider those animals
possessing a stomach with four chambers.
These animals are known as ruminants
(cows, sheep, goats, alpacas, camels for
example). Their very existence is highly
contingent on the billions of eubacteria
floating around in their rumen.
Research is now being undertaken to
manipulate eubacteria in the rumen to
mitigate methane production in cows.
Another feather in the eubacterial hat!
Now, to yoghurt. I have tried making my
own with some success (note to self…buy a
proper thermometer). Here’s how it goes in
theory. Warm milk to 93° C.

Whilst I don’t have any oil spills in my
backyard, or in my dam, if I did, I could call
on my friend the eubacteria (a specific strain
called Alcanivorax), who could do the clean
up job for a good price – cheap really!
We do however have a bio-septic tank in our
backyard, which, surprise surprise, uses
eubacteria to help purify the water so that we
can use it in our orchard.
Okay, okay, before we all “OOOH” and
“AHHH” too much over the benefits of
eubacteria, like us all, they do have a dark
side to them. Sadly, while eubacteria are
responsible for sustaining life on earth, they
are also responsible for hundreds of
thousands of human deaths.
(Continued on page 38)
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Well another change over dinner has
come and gone but what a night!
Four people stranded by the
extraordinary rain that we were
subjected to leading up to the big night.

The new Lions Board with Jim Armstrong

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

It did not dampen the spirits of the 30 plus
people who braved the elements to share
time with your local Lions.
The hosts for the evening at Bistro One46
did an amazing job in ensuring that we were
all fed and watered.
A big thank you to them!
The official change over duties were
performed by Jim Armstrong from Moss
Vale who managed to leave his notes at
home however he managed to recite (almost
exactly) the planned procedures so the
installation of the new board (pictured
below) went off without a hitch.
Lion Greg Watson gave an excellent toast to
Lions International and reflected on some of
the milestones (Save Sight, Polio and other
major local projects) which we as locals
sometimes overlook.
Well done Greg and it is always good to
realign our thinking).
Dan, who is remaining as president talked
about the support which he had been given
in the role and handed out a number of
President Appreciation awards in recognition
of the team effort.
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The Presidents Appreciation Awards were
made to Carolyn Green, Lorraine Mairinger,
Franz Mairinger, Jill Turnbull, Marjorie
Wilkie, Rob Griffiths, Margaret Griffiths and
Janet Cole.
Howard Carter also received a certificate of
appreciation for his efforts above and
beyond, particularly during his recent illness.
Dan reflected that it was only the team effort
as to the reason why he has succeeded in the
last 12 months.
Dan also felt that is was necessary to
comment on the “more mature” years of our
membership and the need for an injection of
new blood.
Dan made particular mention of Mardi Oke
who is taking on the reigns as pool manager
from the next season as one of the younger
people in the community who can balance a
busy life with her service to the community.
Extracts - President’s Report 2012 / 13
And so ends my first year as President and
the beginning of my second year. I have
always said that the best job in any
organisation is the President's.
This is only the case when you have a great
team behind you, and I have had the best.
From a Secretary, Jason, who takes over
everything I haven't been able to do because
of ignorance on my part or time restraints.
Thanks a million, Jason.
To a Treasurer, Jill who I would like to have
doing the Budget for Australia!
Many thanks, Jill. To the Pool Manager,
Lorraine, together with Franz, who are able
and willing to provide guidance to the staff,
repairing anything in and around the Pool
anytime it is required! What a great
combination. My sincere thanks to you both!
To the Community Centre Manager,
Carolyn, who with her team, is called on
many times to look after the requests of the
tenants, which are many and varied. Sincere
appreciation! Even though I haven’t needed
my Vice-presidents to take over for me, they
have been there to support and guide me.
My thanks, Marjorie and Jan. Speaking of
Marjorie our great Newsletter editor, the
best praise came from our ex Zone President,
Bill Branson, who congratulated her and
wanted to keep receiving her Newsletters.
To the Youth of the Year organising
stalwarts Margaret and Rob; what more can
I say that hasn't been said over the years they
have found, mentored and produced such
great candidates, as well as this year. All I
can say is a grateful thank you. To Gayle
Harvey who makes sure our Lions Mints and
lollies are kept up to date in the stores that
sell them for us, so to her and the outlets, my
thanks.
Again to our Service Director, Howard, who
has arranged personnel to be at all our Fund
-raising Projects, kept all records of the
Members service-hours even during his
Rehab after his illness. For above and
beyond call of duty, we thank you
Howard.One of our fund-raising projects
had to be abandoned this year due to the
increasing age of our members i.e. mowing
around the footpaths from Cullen Cr. Many
(Continued on page 34)
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Village
garden
making
progress
Food. It’s the basis of life.
And where we get our food has
important economic and social
implications, as well as being the basis
of our daily nutrition.
That’s why a group of us from the
Valley have been busy developing the
Friendly Inn Village Garden.
There are reliable studies showing that
the world is lurching towards an
agricultural crisis - with crop
production falling behind rates needed
in coming decades. We need to relocalise our food production and build
resilience in our food supply.
What is a Community Garden?
There are different types of Community
Gardens, depending on where they are
located and the needs of the people in that
location. Essentially a community garden is a
place where people come together and grow
food, flowers and herbs, raise animals, and
share skills, time, resources and have
celebrations. Community gardens can be a
space for people to come together from all
ages and backgrounds and creating a culture
of care and trust.
The Friendly Inn Village Garden is a nascent
community garden addressing the nutritional,

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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social and
economic needs
of Kangaroo
Valley.
The garden is
located on
beautiful land
behind the
Village Inn. Feel
free to have a
look at the
garden sometime
– and see the
fruits (or
vegetables) of
our labour!

Our first
project Garlic
Our first
community garden project is the growing of
about 5,000 bulbs of garlic. The garlic is
doing well, as you can see from the pictures.
We still are open to members who pay an
upfront $25 and in return get 25 garlic bulbs
at harvest. Members assist with the on-going
maintenance and harvesting of the garlic, as
much as they can.

Why garlic?
Garlic is a lovely crop – easy to plant, easy
to grow and without major pests. Garlic dates
back 6,000 years – and was once so highly
prized that is was used as a currency. It’s
also an important culinary ingredient, as
many know. And it keeps vampires away!
China is the major producer of garlic - 80%
of the world’s garlic. It is of dubious quality,
doesn’t taste like much. All imported garlic
is fumigated with the dangerous chemical
Methyl Bromide by Australian quarantine
services on arrival here.
By growing our own garlic in the Valley, we
have safe, nutritional and local sources of
this important cooking ingredient.

What’s next?
Anything is possible with our community
garden. The space is big enough for many
and varied activities to take place. We are
growing both food and community!
We would love to hear any ideas you have
for what can be planted in the garden.
Some ideas that we are currently considering
are: a forest garden, animal systems, food
hedges, and allotments, as well as social
activities to share knowledge of food and
growing. If you have ideas that you feel
would be a beneficial element of the
community garden please let us know.

Why join the community garden?
By participating in the Village Inn
Community Garden, we can share our skills
and build a local food culture, even if we
have our own productive food garden.
We also contribute to the development of a
productive and beautiful space.
For more information
Contact Peter Brandis, 4465 1093,
or peter@imaginal.com.au

Weather watching
by the fire

only at…
The Lookout
Cambewarra Mountain

winter menu

warm fire

unparalleled views

open 7 days
Sat & Sun - breakfast with the birds from 8:00am
off Tourist Rd 4465 1321
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Cosi’s comprehensive challenge - convincingly conquered
What a ‘crazy’ couple of nights?!
Another year has gone by for the
Northholm Grammar School production
visit to Kangaroo Valley and the cast
and crew once again had a great time!
As ‘Cosi’ rolled into town, our group of 40
hit the town straight out of C-Ward (which
was evident from their show jumpers).
They even got a hit of celebrity, with many
of the students most excited to see Kangaroo
Valley’s own Danny Ross and international
rock star Joel Madden.
The students also had a blast doing a Drama
workshop with the Pre School.
The mix of mental patients and Mozart was a
hit with audiences laughing throughout the
nights.
Once again, the support from the Valley
Community was strong, with many locals

returning for the fourth year in
a row.
It’s a treat for students to see
the ‘regulars’ every year. We
had our largest number of
Sydney parents visiting this
year, many for the first time.
It has become a key date on
the calendar for many parents,
and they couldn’t speak highly
enough about the Valley and
can’t wait to come back next
year (if not before!).
A big thank you goes to Bistro
One46 for catering a ‘pretheatre’ dinner on Saturday
night. Also, a huge thank you
must go to the Kangaroo
Valley Pre-School for doing

the front-of-house canteen on the nights as
well as helping with the marketing of the
show. Our regular team that takes care of the
students, Kangaroo Valley Pizzeria, Café
Bella, the Pioneer Motel , the Kangaroo
Valley Bakehouse and Jacqui Lenz from the
Community Hall make the weekend really
special for parents, students and staff alike.
It was another fantastic year and we can’t
wait to do it again next year.
Bradley Turbott
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The Costco Experience
I have just survived my first Costco
experience, or at least my first experience
of actually shopping myself in a Costco
store.
Friends in the States had previously taken
me to this temple of American consumerism
so I was prepared for its size and the set out
and knew what I was going to.
Costco, as most are aware, is warehouse
shopping for food and many other items
taken to extreme. Everything is gigantic: the
building, the space, even the shopping
trolleys that await you at the entrance.
They need to be, because all the products
come in very, very, large packets.
We called into the Costco near the Canberra
airport on the way home last weekend, a bad
day to pick being the Queen’s Birthday
public holiday. Most of Canberra seemed to
have the same idea, but surprisingly the store
didn’t seem overcrowded, nor were the
checkout queues too long.
In order to shop at Costco you have to
become a member, so after parting with the
obligatory $60 for an annual family
membership, we pushed our gigantic trolley
through the welcoming doors.
I was mainly after meat, as I had been told
by a valley friend that the quality was very
good, as was the price. First we had to work
our way past tables strewn with clothing and
shelves stretching skywards and overflowing
with all manner of electronic and electrical
goods, household goods, even items of
furniture. There were giant sized panda
bears, a 5-person spa and even a garden shed,
all the things you need when you do your
weekly shopping. Chris looked longingly at
a petrol-driven high-pressure hose and Dan
Murphy had better watch out with the prices
Costco was advertising.
Then we came to the fresh produce.
I bypassed packages of 16 bananas, 3kg of
tomatoes and 5kg bags of oranges; after all,
how much can two people eat before it all
has to go to the chooks?
However there were some smaller packets
that did find their way into my trolley: six
packs of corn and four of leeks, for example,
seemed good value, not to mention the baby
chat potatoes, the kiwi fruit and the
avocados.
And then I came to the meat section, which
really was the purpose of my visit. My first
glance into the meat cabinet had me reeling
in surprise: Wagyu beef! I’d never bought it
in my life and rarely seen it on the shelves.
I didn’t buy this time either; I just didn’t
want several kilos of it. However, there were
plenty of other cuts that did come either in
reasonable amounts or could be divided into
smaller portions and popped into the freezer.
One of the most impressive things was the
packaging. Many of the goods are cryovaced
into several family sized portions, so that just
one portion can be removed from the freezer
at a time. Costco claims its packaging is
recyclable and economical; it also claims its
meat and fresh produce are sourced within
Australia; not necessarily local to the store

but as much as Woollies and Coles. My
trolley was filling up.
Then came the cabinets of cheeses: I did
waver here for quite a while, but decided that
a wheel of camembert, although it was an
extremely good price, would not be good for
us to share on our own. Soups, dessert
yoghurts, prepared meals such as curries and
pastas were all sold in normal portions, but
the yoghurt I particularly wanted, a Greek
style natural yoghurt, was in a container the
size of a rice cooker.
And then we were back to the enormous
rows of shelving stocking all the tinned, dry
goods, etc. How on earth would I find a
packet of flour or a container of liquid soap
refill? No signs on the ends of the aisles, just
numbers swinging almost beyond sight
above my head. Of course, as I wandered up
and down trying to find a few items, my
trolley started filling with 3-packs of Ajax,
and 12-packs of paper towels; we go though
so many of those, so that seemed justified!
And pallets of tinned tomatoes and tuna for
the grandkids. I was able to buy a single
bottle of bleach, but I had to baulk at the
huge container of washing machine powder,
even though it was the brand I use and an
exceptionally cheap price, but it would
completely fill the laundry cabinet.
So with an almost full trolley we bypassed
the pharmacy and a little later, minus a few
hundred dollars, I had finally completed my
shopping, even though I had originally
intended to just buy some meat. But then I
thought, now I won’t have to go into Nowra
for weeks!
So how did it compare with my normal
supermarket shopping? Prices, on the whole,
seem to be quite a lot cheaper than Coles and
Woollies, although there were some, notably
toothpaste, which seemed more expensive.
They were also probably cheaper than
Aldi’s, but of course at Aldi’s you can buy
smaller amounts. Like Aldi’s, Costco doesn’t
necessarily provide everything you want,

although that could be just because I couldn’t
find things in such an enormous haystack
without any clear directions as to where
anything was hiding and eventually you just
get tired of wandering aimlessly amongst
towering shelves.
There’s no way buying meat in a store such
as Costco can compare with the friendly
banter and personal service found when
shopping at the local butcher, but that applies
to any of the large supermarkets.
Packaged fruit and vegetables can never be
as fresh, or as local, as those bought at your
neighbourhood greengrocer.
But having said that, those at Costco were
surprisingly good. Nor can any supermarket
approach the atmosphere of the local grocer
shop my mother used to take me to, where
you could put your hand into the sacks of
broken biscuits near the door and fill up a
good sized paper bag, often paying not much
more than a large, happy smile.
But I’ve moved on from there.
Unlike Coles and Woollies, both Aldi and
Costco are owned internationally and that
could present another problem.
Would I go again? I certainly wouldn’t drive
any distance just for the sake of it, but as we
go to Canberra fairly frequently and can pass
right by the door on the way home, I
probably will.
There’s one in Sydney, but it’s not quite so
convenient for us. In the meantime, I have to
squirrel away all these cans of tomatoes, and
rolls of paper towels and then trust that I’ll
remember where I put them, my memory not
being what it used to be.
Perhaps we should build another shed.
Jenelle Brangwin

Firewood for sale
1.25 cubic metres (split)

$130.00

Call Dave 4465 1172
or 0408 534 019
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Art exhibition
well attended
In the Kangaroo Valley Hall on the
recent June long weekend Arts in
the Valley staged its first art
exhibition for quite a few years.
26 Kangaroo Valley artists took part
in the exhibition and 73 works were
on display.
The works included paintings, prints and
photographs in a huge array of styles.
This valley is dripping with terrific artists,
for many of whom there are limited
exhibition possibilities.
So it was good to see such a strong show.
On Friday June 7 our Shoalhaven Council
Mayor Joanna Gash opened the exhibition
to a good turnout of people despite the
wintry conditions.
Ms Gash’s customary bonhomie made
everyone feel welcome. The exhibition
was curated by Allan Baptist, a local
painter and retired cultural officer of the
Shoalhaven Council and a current
councillor. He did a great job, ably
assisted by Allan Gilden and Jim Starkey.
The council loaned their display screens and
the Village Green nursery kindly loaned
some decorative plants to make the show
look more enticing.
The exhibition was organised by a group of
local artists under the direction of John
Wright (festival President): thanks to Dawn

The winner of the Peoples Choice award of $1000 by Archie Zammit-Ross
Daly, Sheila Young and Larraine Hahlos for
your months of effort.
The People’s Choice prize was won by
Archie Zammit-Ross for his “Red-Browed
Finches: Peter's dry paddock”.
Except for the sculpture exhibitions, which
need a beautiful garden and a willing host,
the art shows have not been included in

recent festivals due to a lack of available
venues during the event. The dream of
having a local communal gallery accessible
to all artists remains just that, a dream, but
one can easily imagine many of our local
artists creating terrific one-man shows if only
we had the space!
Belinda Webster
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Local builders win prestigious awards
Preston & Sons have once again been
successful in the MBA Regional
Awards for Building Excellence
having scored two awards from the
seventy entries this year.
The first being for The Best Renovation and
Addition under $100,000 for an outdoor
entertaining area in the Kangaroo Valley.
The Judges commented the extreme
difficulties the builder had in the geometry of
gaining the roof structure and its supporting
steelwork.
A high wind area and a semi remote location
added to the builders degree of difficulty in
the completion of this project.
The second award was for a commercial

building in Berry under $500,000.
The brief was to extend the existing Heritage
Listed Church Hall including two large
rooms and a utilities block for various
activities.
There were budget restraints on this project
which allowed for the use of voluntary work
via the congregation which included cleaning
the old bricks for the footings which came
from the original building.
Preston & Sons are experienced in all fields
of the building process and invite your
valued enquiries
Well worth checking out their website
www.prestonandsons.com.au
for more information
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Are you interested?
During the last couple of
years several people have
expressed interest to us in
having solar (photovoltaic)
systems installed on
community buildings in
Kangaroo Valley and in
implementing other strategies
to increase their energy
efficiency.

We think it’s a great idea and are keen
to help make it happen.
If you would like to be involved, either
by donating money and / or by donating
your labour or expertise please contact
us and we’ll get the ball rolling!
Cathy and Mike Gorman

44651540

Another great idea for a project to
benefit the community
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route as in previous
years (McPhails
Trail, Fitzroy Canal,
Fiztroy Falls,
Meryla State Forest,
Meryla Pass,
Griffins Fire Trail,
Trek for Timor 2013, organised by the
Jacks Corner,
Kangaroo Valley Remexio
Beehive Point Road,
Partnership in the beautiful Kangaroo
Glengarry).
Valley and Southern Highlands is
The shorter 11 km
option will begin at
open for registration and will be held
Jacks Corner and
on Saturday 21st September this year!
finish at Glengarry,
So please get your walking shoes on,
going via Beehive
fundraising ideas coming, make
Fire trail, Beehive
donations to the cause and/or volunteer
Point Road and the
your time to assist.
northern bank of
This is likely to be our last Trek and we aim
Lake Yarrunga.
to raise enough money to complete the
This will allow the
Beautiful moist forest along McPhails Trail
walkers
on the short
route, at
least, to
experience
the beauty
of the
Kangaroo
River and
Lake
Yarrunga in
daylight
KVRP
thanks
National
Parks and
Sandstone outcrops on Griffins Fire trail
Wildlife
Service,
The
Scots
Village Solar Lighting Project in Remexio,
College Glengarry,
Timor Leste, that we commenced in 2009.
Forestry Corporation of
The generosity of participants and donors in
View towards Wombat Ridge from Beehive Fire Trail along
NSW, Sydney
2009 and 2011 lit up 1,024 households in 4
Jacks Corner to Glengarry section of Trek
Catchment
Authority,
areas in Remexio and we hope to take the
Shoalhaven
City
solar lighting systems to new areas with the
development projects as AVI deems fit.
Council, Wingecarribee Shire Council, and a
proceeds from this year's Trek.
For more information about Trek for Timor
number of crucial private landholders for
Teams of 2-6 can choose from an 11km or
2013, including registration, volunteering or
generously allowing us the use of their
50km trek. Each trekker pays an entry fee of
donations, go to KVRP’s website at
facilities
and
land
for
the
Trek.
$30 and is encouraged to raise $160 in
www.kvrp.org.au
You can either make a general donation to
sponsorship. The trek takes in some of the
Les Mitchell
the
village
lighting
project
or
sponsor
a
trek
spectacular highlights of Kangaroo Valley
For
Kangaroo
Valley
Remexio
Partnership
team or team member. This year all
and the Southern Highlands including
donations will be directed to Australian
Fitzroy Falls, Meryla Pass and the Yarrunga
Volunteers International for tax deductibility
Creek Valley in Morton National Park,
purposes and then used for the village
Meryla State Forest and Lake Yarrunga.
lighting project.
The longer 50km walk will follow the same
Australian Volunteers
International (AVI), Kangaroo
Valley Remexio Partnership
(KVRP), Friends of Aileu (FoA)
and the Aileu District
Administration (ADA) are proud
to work in partnership on people
-centred development and
volunteer projects. Your
donation details will be recorded
and processed by AVI and they
will mail you an official receipt.
Details of AVI's Privacy Policy
are at
www.australianvolunteers.com
If, due to unforeseen
circumstances, donated funds
cannot be used as described, they
will be used for similar
View over Lake Yarrunga 4 km from finish of Trek

Trek for
Timor 2013
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OnePlanet2020
By Ian Chambers

From along The Silk Road
Well, I know you could well be
wondering why I've called this blog
site OnePlanet2020.
Well, this is Blog is about two journeys.
The first is the journey we are undertaking
overland from Istanbul to Beijing - yes the
old Silk Road route (or one of them anyway).
No camels this time, just a big truck called
Penelope, as seen on the first post with our
team of travellers! (see page 36).
The second journey is an equally interesting
one. Its more work on how we can achieve
global sustainability on planet Earth.
As many of you may be aware, my first book
was published on this subject in 2012
entitled Plan for the Planet: A business plan
for a sustainable world.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

manage our progression from our current
situation to a more viable long term future
for us and our kids. Our current situation? I
liken our current situation to us moving
rapidly to a Mad Max scenario, driven by
diminishing resources of energy, food, water
and the increasing demand of an
exponentially growing global population and
our obsession with continuing growth.
Well you don't have to be a rocket scientist
to work out that this equation is going at
some stage to come to a rather abrupt halt.
The point will be reached where our
resources, such as energy, fail to meet the
demands of our increasing population. At
this stage, we will have to readjust - and this
will either be an abrupt adjustment - where
we suddenly start arguing on a global scale
about who gets the resources, which as we
saw in the last century usually ends in tears as the global world wars demonstrated.

The journey from Istanbul to Beijing
provides the much needed time to work on
the follow up to this book, working tittle
being Turning the Planet Around, which will
be about how we put the plan outlined in
Plan for the Planet into action.

Or we will realise that there is a smarter way
we can tackle this issue, and that by working
cooperatively on solutions, rather than
conflict, we can discover the answers to
most of the major challenges we are facing
on the planet - population, energy, climate
change, food and water, destruction of our
environment, poverty, global education,
global conflict and how we are going to
finance it all.

Why do this, I hear you ask, when you could
be sitting back, putting your feet up, and just
having a holiday? The first answer is simple.
When writing the first book, my thoughts
were that when it was published, the
approach outlined, that of putting a plan in
place to transition our planet from the rather
precarious position we are currently in to a
more sustainable one, would be picked up by
others, developed further and we would be
well on the way.
That, however, has not happened. The rather
simple concept outlined in Plan for the
Planet is that of using our best global
management practices to successfully

Sound like a pipe dream? Well there are two
reasons why it isn't. The first is that it is
something we have to achieve - if we want a
viable future. A Mad Max scenario is not
something I have heard anyone say they see
as a desirable future. Yet, as I see it, we
currently have an 80% chance of hitting
exactly that scenario based on the ways we
are currently approaching things. Therefore,
we need to find a better way of doing things.
The good news I discovered when writing
Plan for the Planet is that we already know
how to do it. If I ask people how well are we
managing the planet at the moment, most
people say they think we could be managing

KANGAROO VALLEY FIREWOOD
Seasoned Wood DELIVERED
and STACKED
Split to size to fit your fireplace
or stove

2 cubic metres $200
Call Jamie:
0412 424 069 / 4465 2520
We can come to you and cut up,
split your fallen trees.
Price on application.
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it better. If I then ask whether we have the
global management capabilities to achieve
this - the answer is again yes, in fact we
actually did this as we rebuilt our global
civilisation after the Second World War,
with the Marshall Plan. Since then, we have
continued to refine these global management
skills through the application to global
corporations - with great success to those
global corporations. Look at Apple, Google,
Microsoft, Sony to name a few.
Are we applying those great management
skills to our global situation? Again, most
people I speak to say we could be doing a
much better job of this.
So we have the understanding, which was
outlined in Plan for the Planet, we have the
capabilities, what we need is the application
and implementation. That is the challenge I
want to explore in Turning the Planet
Around. The journey to building a
sustainable world.
I'd love you to join in on these two journeys,
share the sites as we travel between Istanbul
to Beijing, the journey between east and
west, between our past and our future,
between our old civilisations and our new.
Equally I'd like to share with you then
insights this trip reveals on how we can
achieve a sustainable world, before the Mad
Max scenario sets in.
I'd love you to share your insights,
comments, likes and dislikes, so we can
make this journey as much fun as we can.
My sense is we are on the brink of the most
exciting revolution of our time, the
sustainability revolution, the revolution that
will create a world we can be proud to hand
to our children - a future we are not in a
position to guarantee at the moment.
From the work I have being doing on global
sustainability over the last 8 years, 80%
chance of hitting the Mad Max scenario is
currently the most likely outcome.
However, by focusing on strengthening the
20% chance of hitting a more favourable
outcome, we can change the odds in our
favour.
Oh yes? What was the second reason for
embarking on this journey?
We'll I'll have some time on my hands as we
travel, so what better way of using the time!
And why OnePlanet2020?
The answer is simple. I believe we have to
have in place, and implement, our strategy
for global sustainability by 2020.
Get this happening, and we've changed the
odds from our 80% downside scenario.
So that’s the goal, and this journey is one to
be shared, as none of us can achieve this on
our own. That is what his blog is about - a
journey literally down the old Silk Road, to
the new world of global sustainability.
So it will be a part travelogue, part insights
from the journey to Beijing, and to
sustainability, and part just experiencing the
enjoyment of this journey.
Welcome aboard!
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It’s a man’s
World
By Sean Kramer
2013 Part 2.
My Mate Unfortunate O'Day said he
wasn't at all interested because he
wasn't aware of Part One.
So I gently took him through a history of
Part One which started in February.
The Kangaroo Valley Show.
It was different this year.
There was no rain. I missed it because the
Apprentice Leader of the Opposition got her
driving licence.
She took me for a drive. What an
experience!!!
We got to Newcastle before she ran out of
petrol. Her little car has more than sixty
optional extras.
The motor is one of them.
Sixty optional extras. Remember the good
old days when a car was put together by
Holden instead of you. Her car has a power
glove compartment.
Everything falls out electronically. One car
she looked at was from a guy who was
charged with winding back odometers at his
garage in Nowra.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

He pleaded innocence. He said that at the
time of the alleged crime he was 10,000 klms
away in Bowral.
We came through February with just the
threat of bushfires. The fires got to Sussex
Inlet and decided to stay.
The Leader of the Opposition was very
concerned about the village and the lack of
visitors. "What's going to happen," she
screamed, "The village is doomed.
Even the bushfires won't come here.
She was looking forward to the insurance.
March brought out the community spirit.
We all got together to give Hugh Sinclair a
leg up so to speak.
The Leader of the Opposition phoned him
with reassurance for the future.
She told him that if the worst came to the
worst he could play Long John Silver in the
pantomime.
Andy Gordon made us famous with the
launch of his CD. I liked it but what would I
know about music. I said to a guy with a big
instrument round his neck, "Is that a
tuba?" He said: "No, It's a stethoscope for
Clive Palmer
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April was a memorable month.
Bill Lawson's l00th birthday bash.
Anzac Day with the memorable fly past.
He flew his plane so low that the people
playing two up had to go down to Albatross
to ask for their pennies back.
What a cultural month was May.
The Arts Festival was run in grand
style. Music where ever you looked.
More music than you can point a conductor's
baton at.
I was inspired to join the Kangalees.
When they heard I was coming they moved.
Winter came mildly in June.
The autumn weather lasted until the Equinox
when us Druids have our ceremonies of
running naked in the forests, jumping in the
bushes and frolicking naked under the stars
in anticipation of the sun's return.
The doctor says my pneumonia should clear
up in a week or two. No matter what
happens from now, we must congratulate
young Danny Ross for his success in The
Voice.
So welcome to 2013 Part Two.
Sean Kramer

TROMPE L’OEIL: The art of illusion

The Australian Decorative and Fine
Arts Society’s illustrated lecture for
July 26 explores what it is that makes
the brain accept information provided
by the eye - the messenger - and how
it blindly has to come
an instant decision
Valley Guide to eating out to
on whether a painting
is really three
Mediterranean
dimensional or simply
flat representation.
The lecture is presented
44 651 660
by Tom Errington,
NADFAS, and briefly
covers the theory of
Sweet Treats and Hand Made Fudge
perspective and goes
into the parts that
colour and shadow have
to play in a TROMPE
L’OEIL painting, before
Open everyday 9 am to 5 pm

Café Bella

Kangaroo Valley Fudge House
and Ice Creamery

discussing actual examples.
The lecture is illustrated with photographs,
some of which diagrammatically explain the
theory, while others are of actual Trompe
L’oeil paintings,
including
examples of the
work of Corregio,
Crivelli and
Tiepolo as well as
some of the
lecturer’s own.
Come along and
experience the
feeling of being
able to walk into a
scene at Berry
School of Arts, in Alexandra St at 7:30 PM
Thursday July 26.
Visitors are always welcome at a cost of
$25 which includes supper following the
presentation. Enquiries 4234 4384.

44 651 375

Southern Pies
Classic and Gourmet
Sweet and Savoury Pies
Ph : 44 652 778
Modern Australian cuisine

The Friendly Inn
Open everyday from 10 am

44 651 355

Value—service and good choice
it’s all here in Kangaroo Valley.

The Man from Kangaroo Valley Trail Ride
Tel: (02) 4465 1912
24 Hillcrest View Lane
Barrengarry
NSW 2577
Web site www.kangaroovalleyhorseriding.com

High country mountain ride
Bush walk on horseback
through the rainforest
and mountains of
Kangaroo Valley
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Food for thought ...
For those of us with children,
grandchildren (or even greatgrandchildren) the beginning of July
signals one of the most happy times in
the School calendar (at least for
teachers).
Cooking with children is easy
(especially if your children are in their
late twenties as mine are) and kitchen
“togetherness” may provide not only
quality time, but also the opportunity to
sit at the table together and enjoy the
results of your labour (which for some
of us began way back in childbirth and
will continue for the rest of our lives).

with Brenda Sambrook

tender beef cheeks (try and source this
locally, from Kangaroo Valley Bio-Dynamic
Organic & Grass Fed Beef – contact Vin or
Ben Winch).

Beef Cheek Pie

(Basic) Vanilla Muffins
2 cups self-raising flour; 1 cup sugar; ½ tsp
salt; 1 egg; ¾ cup whole milk; 1/3 cup
vegetable oil; 1 dried vanilla bean pod
halved lengthways, (or 1 tsp vanilla extract).
Preheat oven to 180C (fan forced 160C).
Combine flour, sugar and salt in a bowl.
Mix egg, milk and oil, & seeds scraped from
vanilla bean in a small jug and then fold into
the dry ingredients until just combined. Pour
mixture into standard muffin tray (about 1/3
cup measure) and smooth over top. Bake for
20-25 minutes. Leave to cool in muffin tray
for 5 minutes, then transfer to a wire rack to
continue cooling.
Variations: Add 1 cup of mashed banana,
diced (cooked) apples, or even chocolate
chips(!)
To take this recipe to the next level, why not
serve it with some gorgeously sticky stewed
rhubarb and vanilla yoghurt.

Muddled Rhubarb
500g rhubarb (trimmed & cut into 3cm
pieces); 160g caster sugar; 2 tbls water; 1
tbls orange/lemon juice.
Place the rhubarb, sugar, water and juice
into a medium saucepan. Bring to the boil
and then turn down the heat and simmer for
5 minutes until rhubarb is soft (but still
holds its shape).

Vanilla Yoghurt
1 dried vanilla bean pod halved lengthways;
1 tbls caster sugar; and 250ml natural
yoghurt (try Kangaroo Valley Produce
Company’s selection – thick, rich and
creamy!)
Scrape the seeds from the vanilla bean and
mix into the yoghurt with sugar. Serve with
still warm Rhubarb Muddle. (Try grating
some lime rind and sprinkle gently over.)
As we begin to become more knowledgeable
with our palates, we are turning more and
more to “new” and exciting offerings –
however even though we think we are being
innovative, exciting and “on trend”, these
ingredients hark back to earlier times, when
our parents and grandparents made full use
of these delectable delights.... lean and
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more) hours – stir every so often to ensure
beef remains tender.
The tantalising aromas will fill your kitchen
and arouse your senses.
Grease a pie dish lightly with butter; roll out
(cold) puff pastry and line base of dish. Add
(slightly cooled) beef cheek filling and place
another piece of puff pastry on top. Seal and
crimp edges and make a few slits with a
sharp knife to allow air to escape. (I have a
collection of antique pie funnels and like to
use these; however newer versions are
available at cooking stores if you wish to go
for the wow factor, but “slits” work fine).
Brush with beaten egg (or milk). Cook at
220C for 10-15 minutes, until pastry is
browned (and puffed).
Meanwhile, why not make some fluffy mash
potato or soft polenta to serve alongside and
perhaps some greens (peas work well with
pie).

1 onion (finely chopped); 1 clove garlic
(finely chopped); 2tbls EVOO*, 1 carrot
(peeled & diced); 1 stick celery (diced); ¼
cup seasoned flour (salt/pepper); 1kg beef
cheeks (cut into bite-size pieces); ½ cup
(good quality) red wine; approx 1L chicken
(or vegetable) stock; bouquet garni**; 2
sheets puff pastry (store bought is fine); 50g
butter.
Sauté the onion and garlic gently in EVOO*,
then add chopped carrot & celery. Cook over
a moderate heat until fragrant and onion is
translucent (careful not to burn the garlic).
Place seasoned flour in a bag and add beef
cheek pieces to coat all over.
Remove beef cheeks from flour and add a
few at a time to pot, browning gently. Add
wine and then stock to cover. Add bouquet
garni (remove at end of cooking and discard)
and cover with lid. Cook gently for three (or

Cooking with children can be an enjoyable
experience and is not only about ingredients
and strictly following recipes. Spending time
in the kitchen with your children can harness
their imagination and creativity – children
cannot always be counted on to be neat in
the kitchen (even adults sometimes have
trouble). Try and enjoy the experience:
medically speaking, a few glasses of (left
over from beef cheek medley) wine may
assist in this regard – for you not the kiddies.
Brenda Sambrook
*EVOO – Extra Virgin Olive Oil
**bouquet garni** – Bundle of fresh herbs
tied together (eg rosemary, thyme, bay &
sage leaves). Dried herbs can be substituted:
2tsp mixed selection (try thyme and
rosemary).

KANGAROO VALLEY PHARMACY
SHOP 2 / 162 MOSS VALE RD.

PH. (02) 4465 2772

FAX (02) 4465 2773

OPEN 6 DAYS: MON-FRI 9 am to 5 pm
SAT 9 am to 12 noon
For all your Prescriptions and all Pharmaceutical Requisites.
NATIO (Natural Australian Beauty) COSMETICS
Tired of misplacing your scripts.....
We can take care of your prescriptions in our filing system.
See us about the Webster-pak System that sets out all tablets and capsules in blister
packs for each time of the day, for each day of the week.

COME IN AND SAY HELLO
TO JAN and DAN COLE
AT YOUR PHARMACY
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U3A University of the
third age offers
interesting programs
There is no Bushwalking article this
month because we plan to do the walk
too late for its inclusion.
As the proposed walk is one I first took
with U3A, I thought that I would write a
little about this organisation instead.
I love the opportunity it provides for us to
meet a different set of people on a regular
basis, to learn something new (or sometimes
be helped to remember something we used to
know) and to widen our horizons by
discussions on diverse topics.
“Lifelong learning for older people” first
started at L’Universite du Troisieme in
Toulouse, France in 1972. By 1981 it had
become popular in Britain and the idea
changed from university based to a
movement based on self-help and mutual aid.
Australia, where the idea took shape in 1985,
took on the British model and everyone here
is encouraged to voluntarily contribute to the
running of the classes by sometimes helping
with such things as serving tea and coffee at
the break, setting up the chairs for a talk or
taking a class on a topic that interests you.
Australia has the largest membership, per
capita, of any country in the world.
Each U3A is autonomous and the annual fee
is determined according to such things as the
cost of hiring halls and administration.
There is also a U3A Online f
or those who are geographically,
physically or socially isolated.
On the internet you can do an independent
study or choose to work with a course leader;
the variety of topics available with this
method is amazing, with the following a
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sample of areas offered at the moment:
Kings and Queens of England; Religions of
the World; Astronomy; Human Biology and
Writing for Pleasure.
There are quite a few U3A centres close to
Kangaroo Valley: Kiama, Milton/Ulladulla,
Shellharbour City, Shoalhaven at Nowra,
Wollongong and Northern Illawarra. My
experience however has been with U3A
Southern Highlands (U3ASH), a not for
profit organisation with a fee of $45 per
person per year or $85 per couple.
For this cost you can attend as many courses
over the year as you can fit in (although
some are restricted by number and you may
not always get every course you wish).
There are more than 860 members in
U3ASH with varying interests and careers,
so they are able to offer more than 50
courses each school term, running mostly
during the day but some also at night.
There are no formal qualifications to
attend a course and, what I like, no exams!
Third Term this year has courses ranging
from Mastering the Apple iPad; a course in
Buddhism; Chess, Cribbage and Pinochle
clubs; embroidery; French, Latin, Italian and
Dutch conversation classes; learning golf,
table tennis and knitting; film appreciation;
Jeremiah Horrocks – The Father of British
Astronomy; an Introduction to the Science of
Happiness; a number of art classes; Scottish
Country dancing; a choir and a busking
group; discussions on current affairs; a
lecture on three great cities – Jerusalem,
Istanbul and Venice; the history of book
publishing and censorship; a visit to the
Garvan Foundation and more.
So if you are wondering what to do with
your day and you have reached the good age
of 50, then I strongly recommend that you
give U3A a try.
Lee Sharam
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V.I.E.W. Club update
One of our members Jill Anderson
was guest speaker at our luncheon
meeting in June.
Jill and her husband Colin went on an
extended overseas trip last year and she
entertained us all with her account of
their adventures.
They started in style on the QE2, sailing to
Japan and Hong Kong. From Hong Kong
they flew to the west coast of the USA.
They hired a car and travelled up the coast to
Vancouver continuing across Canada and
finishing this leg in Boston.
From the east coast of the USA they flew to
England. Here they purchased a motor home.
They crossed the Channel to Europe and
drove all over Europe, down to Greece then
on to Prague and Poland.
They continued on to Scandinavia.
All this in a right hand drive vehicle.
What a fantastic time they had.
They met many helpful and friendly people
along the way. Thank you Jill.
In the last year VIEW club members all over
Australia have raised more than ONE million
dollars and currently support more than
1,000 children through The Smith Family’s
Learning for Life program.
The work of VIEW members in local
communities aligns with and strengthens the
impact of The Smith Family in helping
young Australians in need get the most out of
their education.
VIEW members are calling on others in the
community to support The Smith Family’s
Winter Appeal.
Our next luncheon meeting will be held on
Friday 12th July 11.30am for 12 noon in the
new venue at the café previously known as
the Blind Toucan.
(Continued on page 28)
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Human interest stories,
news and happenings
from K.V. churches
Church of the Good Shepherd
Kangaroo Valley
Cuppas n Kids is a group for mums and
dads and carers to come to with their
toddlers.
The toddlers play in the church hall with all
the toys, or head out into the secure church
backyard with its large sun shadecloth.
While the kids play the adults can catch up
for rest and a friendly conversation.
The group is held every Tuesday in school
term time from 9.30am to 11.30am.
We get quite a few coming each Tuesday,
and everyone with a toddler is welcome.
In our Sunday morning services at 8-30 am
and 10 am we've been reading through the
'Letter to the Colossians' in the New
Testament.
We've been encouraged and reminded of
God's amazing gift of Jesus to us through
words like these:
For God in all his fullness was pleased to
live in Christ, and through him God
reconciled everything to himself.
He made peace with everything in heaven
and on earth by means of Christ's blood on
the cross.
This includes you who were once far away
from God.
You were his enemies, separated from him by
your evil thoughts and actions.
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Yet now he has reconciled you to himself
through the death of Christ in his physical
body.
As a result, he has brought you into his own
presence, and you are holy and blameless as
you stand before him without a single fault
(Colossians 1:19-22).
In our new 6pm Fresh service we've looked
at practical help from Jesus about our money,
possessions, anxiety about living day to day
and other things.
On Saturday June 22 Andrew Paterson and a
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few other men from church drove up to
Dapto for a men's day.
About 300 men from the Wollongong region
met at the church near the greyhound track to
encourage each other in our Christian faith.
Men heard bible talks on being a godly man
and then shared a sit down lunch together.
It was a very encouraging day.
Remember - you are always welcome to find
out about Jesus and his plan for you!
Warm regards,
Andrew Paterson

The weekend of July 20th Bridge Music is presenting
three concerts at the Berry School of Arts.
Sophie Rowell & Kristian Chong in Recital
www.trybooking.com/CMUA

'BRILLIANCE'
A shared recital given by three prodigiously talented young musicians.
www.trybooking.com/CWID

'BEAU SOIR'
Jenny Liu, Pascal Herington, Stephanie Poropat.
Performing opera from Bach to Bernstein
www.trybooking.com/DAHW
Details regarding each of these concerts, artist's biographies, recordings, upcoming events,
education initiatives as a little background to Bridge please visit our new website.

www.bridgemusicproductions.com.au
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Searching for meaning in the spiritual desert Part 2
Editor’s note
In April the Valley Voice ran the first part of
Jane Grippers article on part of her life
recently enjoyed in the US of A.
Due to a changeover in computers this story
was “temporarily filed” somewhere in the
system and has now been recovered to
complete what I believe to be an interesting
well written article which should strike a
chord with many of our readers.
We thought we would go and try out a
multi-cultural service, and add to its
"multi-cultural" component.
I would say that the "multi" part of multicultural was misleading.
This was an "Afro-American" service, and
we were noticeable because we
were...well....not!
This was a handclapping, praise-the-Lordin,

Aaamennin kind of service, complete with
swayin choir in long robes.
Don't get me wrong, we love a bit of the
"aaamen brother", but we were definitely
viewed with an element of suspicion.
I could feel the "what you white folk doin in
here?" Admittedly our clapping was very
stiff, and we were dancing and swaying like
there was something up our rear end, but
hey, whatever happened to love and
acceptance??? At the end of the service, we
smiled, and tried to make conversation with
people, but most people ignored us.
When we finally did strike up a conversation
with someone, and they realised that we were
not American, they relaxed, viewed us with
much less distrust, and chatted.
It was a weird kind of reverse discrimination.
Next, to the slickest operation yet!
Nothing humble about this place.
Grace Community Church (GCC) is a
smooth operator; from the police
guiding traffic to enter or leave the
grounds, to the massive computer
controlled "shutters" that open or
close during the service in order to
create the desired ambience.
Unlike the singing at the "multicultural" service, which was free
moving, the singing at "Grace" was,
like the shutters, ... controlled!
Walking into GCC is not unlike
entering an airport terminal. One
needs to "check in" the children.

After details of your child are given, a
computer-generated sticker with a number is
assigned. This sticker must be worn by the
child, and a matching one worn by the
parent. As there are a few services going on
at the same time in various auditoriums,
hundreds of people are moving about in
different directions to "make their flight".
Back in the wonderful spiritually
heterogeneous Kangaroo Valley, my bull
twang meter is still away being fixed….ahhh,
this is my kind of “normal”

TOYOTA

NOWRA TOYOTA
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Noah’s Challenge 2013

This will comprise of a
team of four to complete
the course as follows:
two to do the canoe leg,
one to complete two bike
legs and one to complete
the run leg.
The Relay Team option
is designed to encourage
the “not so fit”, those
without a bike, those
who don’t like to run etc.
The main objective of
Noah’s Challenge is to
have a go, have fun and
challenge yourself for

Preparation is well under way for the
2013 Noah’s Challenge Adventure
Race.
The event is now in its third year and the
number of entries continues to grow.
We are delighted to welcome the owners of
the Price Line Pharmacy in Nowra as our
first Platinum Sponsors of the Event.
The generosity of George and Imogen Parker
is much appreciated and will make a
significant contribution to providing the
essential services provided by Noah’s to
children with disabilities.
The venue for the 2013 Noah’s Challenge
will again be the University of Wollongong
Shoalhaven Campus in Nowra.

V.I.E.W. Club update
(Continued from page 24)

Our Guest Speaker will be Jane Tracey who
will be speaking about Ovarian Cancer.
Please phone Jan Starkey on 4465 2080 or
email her jjstarkey42@bigpond.com before 6
pm on the Wednesday before the lunch if
you are unable to attend.
It is necessary for us to provide the caterer
with accurate numbers for our luncheon
otherwise our club will be charged.
New members and guests are welcome.
Please phone our President
Jan Cole 0408 448 156 for details.
Jeannette Dumbrell Publicity Officer

Antiquarian corner
This is the first article of a series
about books, collectables, antiques
and vinyl records.
Second hand bookshops have undergone
considerable changes over the past15 years.
The advent of Ebay on line auctions,
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The Shoalhaven Campus provides fabulous
facilities for participants and spectators and
allows for all the Adventure Race transitions
to be staged at a central point on the
campus.
To encourage more participants we have
introduced a “Relay” option for the 2013
event.

just a day.
Remember that the Noah’s children and their
families are challenged every day of the year.
Entries for the 2013 Noah’s Challenge open
on June 30 for more information go to the
website www.noahschallenge.com.au or you
can contact me on 44652928.
Victoria Levey
worldwide online sales with the easy access
of purchasing a book and now the ability to
download and read a book from the
computer has changed the book industry.
However there is nothing like a good second
hand bookshop where you can browse and
purchase books at your leisure. The general
ambience of the shop together with the smell
of the old books is always pleasurable.

4 Bedroom Home for rent
54 Jenanter Drive,
Kangaroo Valley
Set on 1 level acre
4 bedrooms - 2 bathrooms
Slow Combustion
fireplace
Double lock-up garage Open carport
Pool and enclosed outdoor spa
Covered outdoor deck and BBQ Area
Walking distance to Village
Pets allowed
$400 per week
Available for 6-12 months

Contact Harcourts Kangaroo Valley 4465-1996
visit www.kangaroovalley.harcourts.com.au

The challenge of finding a book that you
require is always good fun. There will
always be a place for such a bookshop
regardless of technology changes.
Books of a rare, historical and collectable
nature with values of certain books will be
discussed in future articles.
Antiques and collectables are maintaining
their popularity although some pieces of
antique furniture have been struggling to
maintain values that were available 15 years
ago. Generally the market is buoyant with
antique china, furniture and other antique
items at attractive prices for the customer.
Collectables are quite popular with a comic
called Action comics Circa 1940 featuring
the first appearance of Superman being sold
at Sothebys, New York for $450,000Amanda and I attended this auction.
However condition is all important and to
attract that amount of money the item must
be in perfect or as they say mint condition.
A similar item with some wear might only be
worth $45,000.
An Australian first issue No 1 superman in
good condition (some wear to comic) was
sold for $375 by Halcyon Bookshop. If the
comic was in mint condition an amount of
$2000 may have been realised for the 1947
comic. As you can see rare American comics
are worth substantially more money than
their counterparts in Australia.
(Continued on page 39)
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Buteyko breathing
While researching heart disease in the
1950’s, Konstantin Buteyko a Russian
doctordeveloped a breathing
technique that not only helped reduce
high blood pressure, but also a variety
of conditions including asthma,
anxiety, sleep apnoea, snoring,
sinusitis and even IBS (Irritable
Bowel Syndrome)
The premise of the technique is that
many conditions, including asthma, are
the result of over-breathing or chronic
hyperventilation.
Completely at odds to the popular view that
taking big deep breaths of air is ‘good’
breathing, the Buteyko way is to minimize
intake, reducing and calming the breath.
Not so different to ancient yogic pranayama
breathing.
Signs of over breathing include mouth
breathing, frequent yawning, sighing,
sniffing, heavy breathing at night, loud
breathing and snoring.
A study reported in the Medical Journal of
Australia showed that after 3 months people
practicing the Buteyko technique had
decreased their requirement for reliever
medication by 90% and the use of inhaled
corticosteroids by 49%.
While these results are startling, Buteyko
practitioners never recommend reducing
asthma medication without consulting your
medical practitioner.
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by Mim Beim

Buteyko believed that we need to increase
carbon dioxide levels in the body.
Mostly considered a ‘waste’ gas, carbon
dioxide is vital to life. A slight rise in carbon
dioxide opens airways and blood vessels,
improving air and blood flow to the body.
(Warning.. science bit ahead).
The way oxygen travels around the body is
to ‘stick’ to haemoglobin molecules,
themselves attached to red blood cells
scooting through the bloodstream.
It is actually an increase in carbon dioxide
that ‘tells’ haemoglobin to let go of the
oxygen molecules. Encouraging the precious
oxygen cargo gets delivered to the organs
and tissues where it is most needed.
This is a basic physiological concept known
as the Bohr effect.
Buteyko breathing, using relaxation and
minimal breathing volume, works to reset the
carbon dioxide levels.

Breathing boot camp
All breathing exercises taught in Buteyko
Breathing have one goal - to decrease
breathing volume towards normal, thereby
increasing carbon dioxide levels towards
normal.
As seen previously, reduced breathing
volume does not decrease oxygen levels; in
fact it’s the reverse.
Individuals who breathe heavily, with
noticeable breathing during rest, or who
mouth breathe or sigh regularly are usually
more tired, stressed and are not as healthy as
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their nasal and quiet breathing peers.
Each Buteyko teacher has their own set of
preferred exercises.
The exercises retrain the brain to accept a
higher amount of carbon dioxide than it is
used to, if over-breathing is the problem.
The Buteyko course itself is like a breathing
‘boot camp’ with homework and daily
practice to improve breathing technique.
Generally, once the brain has reset to accept
the correct levels of carbon dioxide, and
symptoms have improved, you will not need
to practice any special breathing exercises.
The best results are by enrolling in a course.
However, one simple suggestion – to breathe
through your nose - will help restore better
breathing habits and reduce symptoms of
over-breathing.
Always breathe through your nose.
You were given a nose for a very good
reason. To breathe.
Mouth breathing is the biggest cause of
overbreathing, and is also quite unattractive.
Other reasons for nose breathing include;
Filter. Breathing through the nose filters
bacteria, dust and pollens allowing them to
be eliminated via mucous membranes.
Heat and hydrate. Air entering the nostrils
at 6C will by the time it has travelled through
the turbinates is heated to a cosy 30C and up
to body temperature 37C by the time it enters
the lungs.
Air is also moistened along the way.
Cold, dry air is a common trigger for
sinusitis and asthma.
Volume. The nostrils offer a smaller surface
area than an open mouth, reducing the
volume of air.
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FRIENDS OF THE BRUSH-TAILED ROCK-WALLABY INCORPORATED
www.rockwallaby.org.au
btrw@fastrac.net.au
PO BOX 6182 KANGAROO VALLEY NSW 2577

Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby news
Tails, Whales & Scales Festival postponed
due to poor weather!
Due to poor weather, the Friends of the Brush-tailed
Rock-wallaby will now be hosting the Tails, Whales and
Scales Festival on Sunday 15th September 2013 at the
Kangaroo Valley showground to celebrate the work of
environmental volunteers. The festival will include
displays by a range of volunteer groups including
ORRCA, South Coast Shorebirds, Snake Man, Wildlife
Rescue, RSPCA, Land Care and Coast Care. There will be
guest speakers, children’s activities, Aboriginal art,
weaving and bush tucker. Put it on your calendar now.

Shoalhaven Wallaby Update:
NPWS staff are wrapping up the annual period of
intensive Shoalhaven BTRW Recovery Program fieldwork.
Between February and June each year we juggle sandpad
fox abundance monitoring across multiple sites and
monthly BTRW colony scat monitoring on top of our
extensive cross-tenure fox baiting program and BTRW
remote camera monitoring.
Staff have also been daily radio-tracking the wallabies
released on the April 23 at the south-western Shoalhaven
colony. NSW BTRW Recovery Team Coordinator Deb
Ashworth of the Office of Environment and Heritage and
Celia Thompson of the WaterFall Springs BTRW Breeding
Facility helped capture six BTRW from the breeding
program, specially selected for their genetics.
The wallabies then spent the three hour drive to their
new home quietly resting in hanging bags to minimise
stress.
Volunteers assisted
carrying the bagged
wallabies to the
carefully chosen release
site and gently setting
them free. Familiar food
is scattered around the
site for several weeks to
aid their adjustment to
surroundings.
After looking at the
thousands of photos
already collected on the
hidden infrared
cameras, it is fascinating to watch the interest created by
the newcomers within the colony.
As with all BRTW releases we cannot expect a 100%
survival rate – 50% feels bearable. Within a month of this
latest release two wallabies have been recovered post
mortem. One translocated wallaby seems to have had pre
-existing medical complications, while another sadly
appears to have been the victim of fox predation.
Local scent dog trainer, Lisa O’Neill instantly responded
with her expert dog, Eco, to search for fresh fox scents in
the vicinity. No luck yet, but we will keep trying to find a
den that can be fumigated. It is at least encouraging to
report that three previously released female wallabies
have already settled into this colony and two females are
showing an early joey “bump”.

Juliet Dingle
NPWS Technical Officer

Veolia Mulwaree Trust funding received
The Friends have been very fortunate to receive funds
from the Veolia Mulwaree Trust 2013 Community Grant
Program. We will be using the money to put towards
purchasing some radio-tracking collars and additional
remote cameras to be used in BTRW releases over the
next 12 months. The funds will also assist with the
purchasing of new weeding equipment for us to use
during our bush regeneration works at some of the local
BTRW colonies.
Brian Care,
Treasurer, FBTRW

Weeding day a great success
The Friends held a very successful weeding day in June
2013 in the core habitat of one of the local BTRW
colonies. Weeds including lantana, cape ivy and
tradescantia were removed from this sensitive site. While
the majority of the colony habitat is in great condition,
these patches of weeds need to be jumped on before they
take hold of the site and cause significantly greater
problems.
Melinda Norton
NPWS Project Officer and FBTRW

Rock-wallaby Merchandise for Sale!
Don’t forget to have a look at our lovely organic t-shirts
available in a number of colours and sizes for Adults ($25)
and Kids ($20). We also have some lovely heavy cotton/
canvas tote bags for sale at $25 each. Get to our website
www.rockwallaby.org.au for more details.

More details on all these stories are available in
the official Friends of the Brush-tailed Rockwallaby newsletter, sent to all our members.
Please consider joining. www.rockwallaby.org.au
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1, 2, 3—Out!
Upcycling: what is it?
We all know how to recycle.
It's been part of our lives for 20 years or
so. Most people know how to separate
their rubbish and rinse their glass jars.
The hardest part about it is remembering
which week the garbos pick up the yellow
lidded bins.
What we may not have heard so much about
is 'upcycling'.
This is where you take something and make
something else out of it – usually of better
quality or more beautiful.
Upcycling might be taking an ugly t-shirt
and turning it into a trendy scarf or using an
old door to make a shabby-chic dining table.
Upcycling is thrifty (cool things cost next to
nothing), creative (you get the joy of making
something you can enjoy) and green (it takes
things out of the waste cycle).
I've been upcycling for years.
It gives me a kick to make something
awesome out of something else.
The headpiece I wore with my wedding veil
nearly 18 years ago was upcycled out of a
boring plastic alice band and a bath mat.
True story.
Upcycling isn't necessarily part of decluttering but it could be.
If you're even a little bit creative you could
use your old stuff to make new stuff that
other people would appreciate without
spending money you don't have or
contributing to the global landfill.
Of course, the trick is to actually do the
project.
If you're keeping piles and bags of things
with unrealistic hopes of getting to it 'one
day', perhaps you might be better to give it
away to someone who would actually use it.
At this point, allow me to be useful to you!
The inaugural Kangaroo Valley Public
School Country Fair will be held in October,

Kangaroo Valley School
P and C needs your help
In September 2013 the P and C
is organising the school fete
We are asking if people would
be able to start growing cuttings
for us to sell at the fete.
If that is a problem could we
please have some plant cuttings
and we will do the growing.
Thanks for your help. Nicole
You can text
Nicole Schweggler to let her
know that you can help.

Nicole 0425328067

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

coinciding neatly with the Folk Festival.
We are planning a huge handcrafts stall, full
of fun, unique and beautiful items and
ironically, 'the woman who writes the
decluttering column' (ie me) is in charge.
I'm seeing it as an opportunity to help you!
If you've got any of these things cluttering
up your cupboards and you'd love to see
them upcycled into something amazing,
I'd be delighted to take them off your hands:
beads, scrapbooking paper, wooden dowel
pieces, metal washers, spray paint cans,
ribbons, round wooden curtain rings, twine,
fabric (biggish pieces preferred), tulle and
acrylic paints.
Additionally, if you're a sewer and you'd like
to help out a good cause, I'd be happy to
throw some patterns your way.
Keep decluttering, but maybe with an eye to
upcycling this month.
And give me a ring on 4465 1585 if you
have any of the above you'd like to get rid
of.
Cecily Paterson
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A look at the astral predictions for July
Aries: The start of July will see a cluster of
planets in your house of Home, so expect to
be very busy over the first two weeks of the
month in this area. That means renovations,
redecorating, moving, taking on a housemate
are all possibilities. The first weeks of July
looks promising for all home related matters
but keep an eye on contracts/communication
because Mercury is still retro and has the
potential to wreak havoc no matter how
awesome the other aspects are. Money looks
promising this month as well.
Taurus: It’s a lovely month for social
engagements and spending time with your
extended family, siblings and neighbors.
Singles will be happy to know that the end of
the month ushers in a happy time for
romance. This is also a nice time to do
something special with your partner. This
may be joining a sporting team together,
getting involved in your community or
heading to a party or social event for “date
“night. It’s time to make a fresh start with
your siblings or to bury the hatchet with a
neighbor.
Gemini: Extended family engagements will
put a spring in your step and a sibling may
need some assistance. Sadly there may be
some stress to contend with when it comes to
joint finances .Avoid one night stands or
purely sexual relationships over the coming
weeks as it could get you in quite a bit of hot
water. Your social life looks good and it’s a
good time for your career. If you have been
thinking of pitching your resume to another,
the stars will give you that extra push to the
top.
Cancer: At the start of the month the focus
will be all about you and your needs. Now is
a good time to ask yourself what you need to
be happy and how you can achieve this. It’s
also a brilliant time to change your
appearance and a good time to be in the

public eye so auditions, modeling calls, PR
moves also look pretty special this month.
Now will also be a good time to partner up
with someone else in order to reach your
financial goals and singles should look for
someone in finance or banking this month.
Leo: This month will see the focus on
activities you are involved in behind the
scenes. This could involve a secret activity
that happens behind the scenes. Spiritual
matters also fall under this umbrella so many
of you may find yourself more involved in
the church, getting a psychic reading or
taking up meditating. You may find that a lot
of your energy is still directed at your social
life although this will start to wind down
towards the end of the month.
Virgo: The start of the month will see that
the spotlight is still fixated with your social
life or community activities. It’s a great time
to get involve in your local community by
volunteering or to branch out and join a
sporting team or other group activity. Aside
from social outings, the start of this month
will still see a lot of your energy and
ambition going into your career. Expect this
to start winding down over the coming
weeks. The 10th is a stellar day for romance
so plan ahead and make the most of it.
Libra: Many of you will find that your
career is still in the spotlight, while your
social life also starts to get warmed up. The
start of the month is excellent for making
progress at work and coworker relationships.
It’s also the ideal time to send out your
resume if you are looking for a new career.
Around the 5th many of you may take a short
trip away for business or pleasure. For some
of you this will mean an overnight stay,
while for others it could simply be a day trip
out of town.
Scorpio - The focus this month will still be
on travel and education concerns. Many of
you will be on an extended trip interstate or
overseas while others will be considering
going back to school or furthering their
career through training. You will also be
directing a lot of energy towards joint
finances. This influence will start to lesson

Lions report
(Continued from page 12)

thanks go to those who helped in this project
especially the leader, Franz.
Lastly many thanks to all Lions and
members of the public who helped in any
way during the year.
In 2012/2013 our club members donated in
excess of 3,500 man hours.
This equates to just over $70,000 in kind.
Money donated from Kangaroo Valley Lions
to a multitude of causes was over $5,500.
Non Lions were also recognized for their
efforts, Alison Baker and Paul Williams for
the Kangaroo Valley Cup, and Carl Leddy
for his continued support of Lions in
Kangaroo Valley.
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as the month drags on. You may also receive
a pay rise through work as money seems set
to come your way in the shape of your
career.
Sagittarius - The focus this month will be
on joint finances. You have Jupiter living in
this location at the moment so for many of
you your partner will have a substantial
increase in funds leading to a wealthier you
overall. Either that or an inheritance will
shine some money your way. I don’t advise
gambling, but lady luck will also have a
stronger presence this month. You will also
be directing a lot of energy into your
relationship and should be able to sort
through any niggling issues.
Capricorn: It’s all about relationships this
month. This is for those of you who are
already in committed partnerships, not so
much those of you who are single. Joint
finances will also make a minor appearance
for you. Team up with a financial planner or
accountant for the best results. One thing I
would avoid this month is anything that
changes your appearance. Pick another
month to get a tattoo. There could also be
some issues to content with on the home
front, although this won’t start until the end
of the month.
Aquarius: Anything you have been
keeping a secret is likely to cause you
headaches this month and in a big way.
Clean the slate prior to the 10th to avoid any
huge issues. The good news this month
concerns money. Whatever you are doing,
you are on to a winner with increases in your
income well and truly a highlight. Your
health also looks positive. Natural medicine
may hold the solution you have been
searching for. Work is also favored with you
getting your own way most of the month.
Pisces: Your social life could cause you a
headache this month, so try to lay low if you
can. Friendships are also likely to be
problematic at best. It’s not all bad news,
anything that puts you in the spotlight looks
golden right now and those of you who are
single have excellent chances in the romance
department this month. Look for a coworker
or somebody related to the health profession
to really set your heart on fire. Money could
cause headaches towards the end of the
month.
The Peggy Synold Award for Outstanding
Community Service went to Jacqueline Lenz.
Two important awards that are given each
and they are Lion of the Year and the Service
Shield.
The 2012/13 Lion of the Year is Ron Bower
however he was unable to attend due to
localised flooding.
Ron has been the driving force behind the
footpath.
The Service Shield was awarded to Carolyn
Green who for many years in conjunction
with her husband, Jim worked on the Driver
Reviver station serving over 6800 travellers.
More recently Carolyn has been heavily
involved in the Community Centre
Management.
Dan Cole, President
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Cooking with oil
by Dr Rosemary Stanton, nutritionist
Having spent many years studying the diets
of people living in the Mediterranean
region, I am somewhat dumfounded when I
hear claims that olive oil should not be used
for cooking.
Fuelled by internet chat sites, there are claims
that heat turns olive oil’s unsaturated fat into
harmful saturated fat or very nasty trans fats.
Olive oil and nuts provide most of the fat in
Mediterranean diets. Some is poured over
foods, and probably contributes to the
popularity of vegetables. Some is used for
cooking, including frying. This has been
occurring in Mediterranean countries for
thousands of years.
Let’s check some fat facts.
 It is entirely safe to cook with olive oil as
shown by its long history of use.
 Converting unsaturated fats into
saturated fats requires hydrogenation.
That necessitates specialized equipment
including a pressurised cylinder of
hydrogen gas, usually with a ‘booster’
pump, and a catalyst such as nickel. (In
special circumstances, hydrogen can be
generated from solvents such as
hydrazine, isopropanol,
dihydroanthracene or several other
substances that won’t be found in a
domestic kitchen.) Manufacturers do
hydrogenate oils for commercial use, but
they use cheaper oils such as cottonseed,
canola, sunflower, corn or soybean rather
than olive oil. The resulting saturated
product is solid.
 Factories can stop the hydrogenation
process before all the fats have been
saturated. This is known as partial
hydrogenation and produces a nasty trans
fat. Partial hydrogenation was popular
until a few years ago because trans fats
are not ‘saturated’ and therefore don’t
need to be included as such on nutrition
information panels. The processed oil
high in trans fat also has a long shelf life,
produces a crisp texture in pastries, snack
foods and anything fried and is one way to
convert an oil into a margarine spread.
After an outcry from nutritionists
(including me), margarine companies in
Australia changed their manufacturing
process in the 1990s to almost eliminate
trans fat. More recently, McDonalds and
some other fast food companies also
changed their frying fats. Consumption of
this trans fat has declined in Australia,
although some snack foods, donuts,
biscuits, pastries and fried foods may still
contain some and you won’t know
because the label doesn’t have to reveal
such detail.
 Trans fat is not produced from olive oil
and there is no way you could produce it
during cooking.

 As long as any bits of food are strained out,
olive oil can be re-used for frying many
more times than most other oils.
I suspect the myth about cooking with extra
virgin olive oil developed because there is some
loss of some of its many antioxidants. To put this
into context, refined oils never have the range of
valuable antioxidants found in EVO. Even with a
decline in quantity, EVO still rates way ahead of
other oils in the antioxidant stakes.
For maximum antioxidants, pour EVO onto
salads or over cooked vegetables, but there’s no
harm from using this oil in cooking – just as
Mediterranean peoples have been doing for a
very long time. Vegetables, fruits, nuts and
wholegrains are also rich sources of antioxidants.

Coconut oil
Some celebrities (and journalists) have dubbed
virgin coconut oil a ‘superfood’.
Like extra virgin olive oil, virgin coconut oil is
extracted from coconut flesh without the use of
solvents or heat. Regular coconut oil is processed
using hydrogenation (discussed above).
Coconut oil melts at about 24°C and has a smoke
point of 177°C, which is lower than olive oil
(193°C) and much lower than peanut, corn or
sunflower oils, which have smoke points around
235°C. Regular coconut oil has a higher melting
point (36°C) and a higher smoke point. This
makes it more useful for frying, but the
hydrogenation creates more saturated fats.
(In practice, it would be foolish to risk a kitchen
fire, and ‘off’ flavours in foods, by taking any oil
to smoke point in a domestic kitchen.)
Proponents of virgin coconut oil advise using it
‘cold’, with celebrities recommending it by taken
‘neat’ from a spoon.
Opponents of coconut oil include many
cardiovascular experts, including those at the

Cafe Bella
Breakfast and lunch
9.30 am till 2.30 pm
Thursday to Sunday
Dinner 6.30 pm
Friday to Sunday
B.Y.O
Private functions
Weddings
Outside catering
151 Moss Vale Rd
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Heart Foundation.
Their concern centres
on the high levels of
saturated fat in
coconut.
Before praising or
condemning coconut
oil, check some fine
details.
Some of the saturated
fats in coconut fit the category called ‘short
chain fatty acids’. Also found in butter, short
chain fatty acids don’t raise blood cholesterol
levels. That role is left to other fatty acids –
sadly, also found in butter.
In coconut, however, almost half of the
saturated fat is a somewhat longer chain fatty
acid called lauric acid. Older studies found that
lauric acid can raise blood cholesterol , so it
was considered undesirable. More recent
research reveals that some of the increase in
blood cholesterol from lauric acid is ‘good’
HDL cholesterol. That could make coconut oil
less hazardous for heart disease than some other
saturated fats, although no long term studies
currently confirm that.
Diets high in saturated fats are also associated
with problems such as cognitive impairment in
old age. Again, there are no long-term studies
with coconut oil.
Those promoting coconut oil make claims
about weight loss, improved immunity to
infection and protection from diabetes.
Unfortunately, there is not yet evidence for
these claims. Researchers at Sydney’s Garvan
Institute have looked at whether coconut oil can
reduce one of the risk factors for type 2
diabetes, but their study was in rats and they
also found that the animals developed fatty
livers.
At this stage, the claims being made for
coconut oil are unproven and studies on frying
have used hydrogenated processed coconut oil.
I’d advise sticking with the tried and tested
extra virgin olive oil.
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Let me hear your
body talk
Heel/Arch pain
Painful feet are very debilitating.
Pain in the heel area is especially
common and may be associated with a
calcaneal spur, usually referred to as a
heel spur.
Our feet are made up of a series of small
bones, known as the tarsal bones.
These tarsal bones, starting from the
calcaneus (heel) form an arch, which is
supported by a strong band of sinew (plantar

Public notice
An osteopath will be providing a
service in the valley
whilst I am away overseas.
Her name is Smita Patel and
bookings may be made by phoning
Smita on 0405 105329
or by emailing her on
smita@smitapatel.mybiz.com
Thank you. Sally.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

fascia) stretching across the sole of the foot
below the surface of the skin.
With repeated activity on our feet, this fascia
causes persistent traction (tugging) on the
attachment point into the bone, and
inflammation and pain may develop at this
site. This painful condition is known as
plantar fasciitis.
Sometimes a sharp 'spur' develops at the site
of this traction on the bone and protrudes
into the surrounding tissue.
But the pain is usually due to the plantar
fasciitis, rather than the heel spur itself.
Inadequate arch support from poor footwear
is the most common cause of plantar
fasciitis.
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As the arch is collapsing the plantar fascia is
placed under great stress and often other
muscles of the foot and lower leg are utilised
to help stabilise.
The result being marked joint restriction and
muscular tension and pain in the foot and
lower leg.
Osteopaths will not only advise you on
appropriate footwear and exercises but will
work to increase the joint range of motion
and flexibility of muscles in the feet and
lower leg.In some situations use of heel cups
and arch supports may be sought.
Presented by Sally Wallace
Copyright © 2013
Australian Osteopathic Association

Recognition of women: Nominations for “Hidden treasures” now open
Valley residents are encouraged to
nominate female volunteers from
across our region to be included in the
2013 Hidden Treasures Honour Roll.
Member for Kiama, Gareth Ward
commented “The initiative commenced in
2010 and was developed by Industry and
Investment NSW Rural Women’s Network as
a way of formally acknowledging and
recognising the important and diverse roles
women volunteers play in our rural
communities.
Women are the backbone of families and
rural communities and without their support,
many groups including children’s charities,
emergency services, the arts, environment,
social justice, education and sport

organisations would struggle to survive.
It is important that we properly acknowledge
and celebrate their enormous contributions to
rural communities”.
Nominations will close at 5pm on
Friday August 16
Nominating a rural woman is easy.
Simply visit the website at:
www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/rwn/activities/hiddentreasures, complete your nomination form
and share with us a few paragraphs about
why your nominee is worthy.
All of the women nominated will be included
in the 2013 Hidden Treasures Honour Roll
to be launched at the annual NSW Rural
Women's Gathering in Scone on
October 25-27, 2013.
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Technology and
the Valley
by Ellie Williams

Enter the Eboutique
It’s that wonderful time of the year
again when three seasonal certainties
creep into our daily lives: ugg boots,
cups of tea and debts.
I say ugg boots because every year I buy a
cheap pair that fall apart by the time spring
rolls around, tea because it's an internal ugg
boot and debts because in winter I spend a
lot of money shopping from bed.
Enter one of the most convenient but
bewildering services the internet has to offer:
the eboutique.
Eboutiques are designed for the online
browser to spontaneously click away their
pay with hundreds of brands from all over
the world and new stock arriving daily.
Considering that Australian online spending
went up 27% to $12.3 billion last year, it’s
safe to assume that that's a lot of clicks.
Some websites like asos.com take the
shopping experience further by providing a
video of models strutting down a catwalk
wearing your garment so you know how it
will look before you buy it.
Other sites offer same day delivery (on
Australian sites) and free return shipping if it

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

doesn't fit. If you know what you're looking
for, search it at shopbot.com.au and the site
will compare prices for that item between
stores. For me the greatest thing about
shopping online is avoiding the heavily made
-up shop assistant's scrutinising look: “That
looks totally cute on you, sweetie!”
My Great Aunt doesn't understand the
fascination with the online store.
Half the fun of shopping is trying it on, she
tells me, it's about feeling the texture and
making sure it fits right.
For the most part I agree with her; there's no
substitute for the real thing and I don't make
my higher-priced purchases over the net.
I also try to avoid stores that don't offer free
shipping.
I almost bought a bag once from an overseas
store that would have charged me $60 in
shipping fees – double the price of the bag.
I also end up returning a lot of the stuff I buy
online because it either doesn't fit or doesn't
look how it did in the photos.
That all said, nothing beats the excitement of
seeing a freshly delivered parcel on your
doorstep.
For Valley dwellers living some distance
away from shopping centres, eboutiques are
up there with greatest inventions of all time,
second only to the wheel.
Excuse me while I browse for a new pair of
ugg boots.
Ellin Williams
App of the Month:
MakeupAlley
Never buy a beauty product without first
consulting this popular user review forum.
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We love Eu-Bacteria
(Continued from page 11)

Eubacteria can enter the body in several
ways – on contaminated food or drink
(E.coli, when it is at it’s evil worst, and it’s
equally evil cousin “Sal” as in salmonella),
through our lungs (tuberculosis and
pneumonia), via wounds to the flesh,
(tetanus, gangrene), being bitten by an
infected insect or animal (malaria, the
bubonic plague).
We are currently trying to rid our family of
an unwanted eubacterial guest known as
streptococcus.
My teenage son was mortified when I told
him not to share his eubacterial “cling ons”
with any of his friends! “Aww mum, that’s
disgusting!”
Another bacterial infection
which should not be taken
lightly, is bacterial
meningitis.
It can be caused by a number
of strains of bacteria. As for
sexually transmitted diseases, eubacteria has
it’s nasty little name written over many of
these including Chlamydia, Gonorrhea and
Syphilis, just to name a few.
It is right and proper for this little organism,
the eubacteria, to have a kingdom all of its
own, alongside Plants, Animals, Protists,
Fungi and Archaebacteria.
What eubacteria lacks in size, it makes up
for in number and diversity. Thank-eubacteria, (most of) your work is much
appreciated!!!
Jane Gripper

FOR ALL YOUR EARTHMOVING
Dozers
Graders
Excavator
Trucks

44 651 177

Rural roads
House/Shed
sites
Clearing
Horse arenas
Dam design
and
construction
Decorative

Geoff and Tania Sharman

Geoff 0409 289 122

Tania 0409 289 123
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Men’s health by
Gerry North

Who’s looking
at you kid?
In France they built a circular multistorey prison called a Panopticon.
In the centre was one watchtower
where guards could see out but
prisoners could not see in.
The authorities found they could
remove the guards and the prisoners
would still behave well.
Unfortunately some prisoners went
mad as they felt watched 24/7, never
having an alone moment.
Cultures are like a Panopticon.
You feel you must behave according to
cultural expectations. Have you ever
wondered if something is watching you
all the time? Well it is.
It is called the “Normalizing Gaze” - where
your behaviour is subject to the scrutiny and
influence of something you cannot actually
see.
This invisible “Normalizing Gaze” shapes
the way you behave and feel so it would be
helpful to understand it and know if you are
really making free choices.
Take the country culture in the valley, or as I
call it the rural behavioural landscape.
It expects people in this culture to behave in
certain ways with regard to dress, politeness,
general attitude, generosity, alcohol use,
sexual expression and other expected norms.
You are expected to behave according to this
invisible normalizing gaze and most people
usually unconsciously comply.
In Western cultures status is important,
especially in big cities.
It matters what job you have, what car you
drive, where you live, what other possessions
you have and what you talk about and don’t.
You know what is expected of you to have
good status and you behave accordingly.
You are now subject to a status-normalizing
gaze. Maybe you moved to the valley to get
away from such a thing?

Antiquarian notes
(Continued from page 28)

Vinyl records are back in fashion and slowly
but surely regaining popularity amongst all
ages(13-75) of the population
More will be discussed about vinyl records
in a future article .
David Gazzard
Proprietor,
Halcyon books and records and
The Nostalgia Factory

News tips please to
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

All this begs the question of whether we all
are really thinking things out for ourselves or
merely acting out behaviours imposed on us
by the invisible normalizing gaze.
Once we know about the normalizing gaze
we then have the power to challenge it. Is it
what we really want to do?
This understanding is called personal
independence where we now make free

choices and take individual
responsibility for our
behaviours.
Take care.
Gerry North is a couple
counsellor and also treats
depression and anxiety. Email:
gerrynorthcounsellor@gmail.com or
www.gerrynorthcounsellor.com

PUBLIC NOTICE
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (within the Office
of Environment and Heritage) are conducting a 1080 fox
baiting program in the Kangaroo Valley and Budgong
areas for the protection of the Endangered Brush-tailed
Rock-wallaby. This baiting has flow-on benefits for other
local wildlife and livestock. The baiting is conducted on
various private properties, NPWS estate, Sydney
Catchment Authority estate and vacant Crown land. All
bait stations in this program are permanently baited
throughout the year. This baiting will be conducting
using both 1080 buried baits and 1080 capsules in ejector
devices at the bait station locations. All properties being
baited are sign posted with the baiting dates and an
indication of which baiting methods are being used on
each property. Dog owners are reminded to ensure their
dogs do not wander as dogs are highly susceptible to 1080
poisoning.
For any further information please contact Melinda
Norton, or Juliet Dingle at the NPWS Highlands Area
Office, Fitzroy Falls on (02) 4887 8244.
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The no dig garden explained
Herbs What’s best?
We have been blessed with some nice
cooler weather with the odd scattering
of rain.
For most gardens this has been good
news as soil moisture levels are high
and plenty of sunlight has meant
sustained growth.

4.
Spread some type of organic fertiliser
e.g. chicken manure
5.
Lay another thin layer of straw.
6.
Another layer of fertiliser.
7.
Then choose a good well broken down
compost soil that you will plant the seeds/

For us vegetable gardeners we should have
by now, harvested our pumpkins and
potatoes and have them in cool, dark, dry
storage ready to last till the next harvest.
Believe me, you can make your pumpkins
last 12 months and they still taste as good.
Now though, in the edible garden, should be
plenty of peas and broad beans and a small
number of brassicas, with lots of lettuces and
root vegetable crops like beetroot and carrot.
The no dig garden concept
The concept of the no-dig-garden was
developed around the 1970s, but as you will
see is not really very far off a conventional
garden any way. This method is a way of
removing back breaking work while creating
a fertile productive raised bed. I have written
previously about the benefits of raised beds,
and although this technique works very well
in raised beds it does not necessarily have to
be in a bordered box. Imagine a lasagne of
different soil and mulch mediums. That is
what you are going to get with a no-diggarden.
1.
Mark out the area you want to have
your garden. You can use something to
create sides, like bricks or you can just leave
it as is.
2.
Use paper or cardboard to cover the
ground to either kill or slow weeds and grass
growing through your beds.
3.
Lay down thick straw to create a
doona
thickness
(Lucerne
is ideal as
it has a
higher
nitrogen
content).

seedlings into.
The layers and aeration create ideal habitat
for worms who will flock to your new bed to
turn over all the material. The more manure
and straw in your mix the more carbon you
will be restoring into the soil. The bed will
get better with age as micro-organisms
multiply and break down occurs faster. This
all translates into healthier bigger crops. The
sandwich approach is really only limited by
your imagination, but you are trying to create
a working open compost heap that you can
grow your own veggies in. One great benefit

of these is that they can be started on almost
any type of soil, no matter how poor or
rocky.
Herbs; What's best'?
I am still blown away when I go to do the

shopping and in the vegetable section you can
buy fresh herb cuttings for the same price as
you could buy a full grown plant! Growing
herbs is easy and the best way to start off your
edible gardening
career. Most herbs
are perennial
which means they
grow throughout
the year and don’t
need to be replaced
for several years.
The easiest to grow
herbs are those
from
Hanging Rosemary down
Mediterranean
a wall in a beach
environments.
location
These include
Rosemary, Thyme, oregano, and marjoram.
They enjoy the hot dry summers and cool wet
winters, and enjoy spots where the soil is
sandy not too wet and in full sun. Best of all
they almost grow with no extra effort, in fact
you can easily kill them if you apply
fertilisers like chicken manure. So just dig a
hole and plonk them in. Rosemary in
particular comes in many different forms,
including hanging which can be made to spill
over a rock feature or the standard variety that
can be turned into a low hedge. I strongly
recommend planting your herbs as close to
the house as possible so as you can walk out
bare footed or in your slippers to grab the
herbs and place them in your meal.

Ideas for planting out paved areas and
combining multiple herbs to create
an edible feature.

For Valley Voice advertising
please phone 44 651 621
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Please don’t buy a telescope - yet
As winter deepens its grip we are
regularly seeing crisp clear nights and
the Milky Way stretching across our
sky from southeast to northwest.
Orion, the mighty hunter of the summer
night, has departed to the west in pursuit
of Taurus.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Star Struck
Gerard Keyzer

look. Because this simpler mounting
sits directly on the ground it allows the
manufacturer to make a larger tube
and accommodate a mirror of larger
aperture. Larger aperture means you
Now Scorpius is prominent in the east and
can see much fainter objects or more
below the belly of the Scorpion we find
detail in any object. When one buys
Sagittarius, the Archer and the richest views
property the maxim is “position,
of our galaxy imaginable.
position, position”. The astronomers’
Many of us look up in wonder at our dark
maxim is “aperture, aperture,
skies, and finding our interest awakened will
aperture”, and many is the astronomer
start thinking we would like to find out more.
who has succumbed to “aperture
Recently I have experienced three types of
fever”, haha! Finally, less is more! If
costly mistakes people can make when they
you have $500 to spend on a telescope
try to choose a telescope so I thought it
you must consider that a complicated
timely to advise caution.
mounting, a tripod, four eyepieces,
1. Firstly, don’t expect to see the beautiful
two diagonals, and a finder scope
nebulae and galaxies as they are often shown
spreads your money a bit thin and ,
in published photographs with anything like
whoops, we haven’t got an actual
the detail revealed. These photos are taken
scope in there yet, have we? Well
by sophisticated instruments outside our
maybe 70mm in aperture, which is
An entry level refractor on a complicated mounting fractionally bigger than a pair of
atmosphere or by skilled amateurs with
expensive equipment and lots of time to
binoculars. Similar money can buy a
process images on their computers. But
stability, aperture, and less is more.
250mm reflecting telescope which has about
don’t be discouraged, visual observing is a
Simplicity and stability both relate to the
twelve times the light gathering power of the
wonderful pastime and has brought me
mounting. Complicated mounts with levers
70mm.
thousands of hours of joy. One can also take
and equatorial movements take a lot of
4.There are other types of telescopes of
setting up and practice to
course with “Go To” or GPS pointing but we
use. These mounts on the
are now moving into the big money end of
top of a rickety tripod will
the market and few of us can go there on the
suffer badly from vibration
entry level. As always I am happy to advise
which can ruin any
anyone who is thinking of buying a telescope
observation as the target
and would gladly demonstrate the different
jumps around like a firefly.
types to anyone who is genuinely interested
4.A good quality mounting
Contact me at markab@westnet.com.au.
of this type (with no
telescope) will cost
between $1500 and
BUSHWALK PROGRAMME FOR
$15,000. I recommend the
simple Dobsonian
2013
mounting which swivels
left and right and raises up
JULY –
and down. It is much easier
Sunday 21st, The Southern
to use this type of telescope
Highlands.
and the money saved by the
manufacturer on a simpler
mount is usually invested
AUGUST –
in higher quality
Sunday 18th, White Sands and
components in the optical
tube. This mounting will
Scribbly Gums Walk.
have hardly any vibration
and you simply push the
SEPTEMBER –
tube where you want to
A similarly priced Dobsonian reflector
th
true pleasure in showing others the hundreds
of beautiful objects that are in reach of the
beginner if the right steps are taken.
2. Secondly, don’t buy anything too soon. If
you do decide to buy a telescope take a deep
breath and then ask a few questions. You
could save yourself a lot of heartache, money
and the upset you’ll feel every time that
unused telescope catches your eye in the
corner of the lounge room.
3.By now we’re assuming you don’t feel
you can hold back so follow these simple
rules to get a good deal: Simplicity of use,

Kangaroo Valley Markets
are held on the
2nd Saturday every month
8.30 a.m.-2.30 p.m.
at the Showground
with proceeds going towards the
Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival.
For more information contact
Jane Richter 0401 322 179 or

Stuart Leslie 0412 288 923
or email

Sunday 15 , Kangaroo Valley
walk.
OCTOBER Sunday 20th, Crookhaven.

NOVEMBER –
Sunday 24th, Shoalhaven Heads.
DECEMBER –
Sunday 8th,
our Christmas walk and party.
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Valley finance views
by Abacus

Previously in this column it has been
shown how to become a multimillionaire by the time you are in
your 80s, without saving throughout
your working life.
Just like Warren Buffett.
Not difficult, it is called compounding.
If you invest $100,000 now with
compounding interest of 5%, by the time a
20 year old reaches 80, that is about two
million.
There is another way, and you are lucky
enough that it is paid for by your fellow
citizens through their taxes. Negative
gearing a house. In this you buy a property,
then rent it out. The rent should nearly cover
the cost of the interest, and you deduct the
remaining costs, such as rates and repairs,
against your other income such as a wage.
Thus you can get at least 30% rebate on

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

these expenses.
Then you wait for the compounding effect of
house price rises to deliver a capital profit.
Today a first home buyer can obtain a
government “grant” to buy a house or other
dwelling of $15,000. It is for the first home
buyer, so it only applies if you have not
owned property before. With savings of
another $10,000 – or a gift from family –
combined this would be enough to place a
10% deposit on a house in Nowra. This is
the second part of the wealth creation,
leverage.
Few people have a $100,000 lying about
when they are 20. Leverage means
borrowing to make an investment that will
have an annual return over the long term.
When you are young, compounding and
leverage are the two most powerful wealth
creations. But it is always important to do
some research.
This first graph (right) shows the price of
properties in Australia from 1880 to 2012 – a
long time huh! You will note that the value
of houses started rising when credit was
deregulated in the mid 1980s.
And values have barely stopped rising.
The second graph (top right) shows the cost
of a house relative to renting a house in
which to live. This ratio shows that the cost
of a house is greater than renting, so suggests
that there should be a good rental market
demand for any house purchased.
And the reason is explained quite clearly in
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the house prices to income ratio of the next
graph (bottom left). The price of a house is
rising relative to wages, making owning a
home vastly too expensive for many people.
And this is where we conclude. The biggest
mistake made by the young is to think they
must only buy a home in which they want to
live. Not so. Buy a house for its rental value
and then rent where you want to live.
Kangaroo Valley, New York, it doesn’t
matter where you want to live. Rent that,

and buy what you can afford.
And wherever you end up, back in Nowra
will be a small investment ticking away
making you a multi-millionaire when you
retire.

Dave Rebbeck

EARTHMOVING CONTRACTOR
ABN 24 427 930 266

BLN 98125604

All earthmoving, landscape and road requirements. We specialise in these activities
 Roadworks  Drainage  Rock Walls  Irrigation Lines
 Fencing  Landscaping  Preparation for Road Sealing

NEW

Caterpillar Mini Hydraulic
excavator (300.9D) Overall
width of only 730mm (2ft 5in)
The Cat 300.9D can easily

drive through narrow
passages and doors. Both
indoor and outdoor jobs
are now accessible with
the under 1000kg
(2,205lb) weight making
easy trailing between
jobs. Extending dozer
blade and tracks with
buckets for trenching
(300ml, 450ml), mud
bucket (800ml)

NEW

Caterpillar
Multi-terrain
Loader/bobcat
Rubber track
bobcat

We supply
Road base, Sand and soil

GIVE US A CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE ON

44 651 172 or mobile 0408 534 019 email kvearthmoving@gmail.com
We sell and deliver drinking water
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Travelling the route of The Silk Road.
An adventure in history with Ian Chambers
First stage. Istanbul to Goreme
Ancient meets Modern, Byzantine meets
Ottoman, West meets East - As both sides
struggle to cope with a rapidly exploding

population, the growth is destroying the
treasures of the past as the new dam
humidity erodes some of the oldest
civilisations in recorded history at Goreme.

Gallipoli
The most poignant scene was the monument
to the Turkish Soldier, who asked his troops
to stop firing, and then came out of the
trenches, picked up a wounded Australian
soldier, and carried him to the Aussie
trenches.
He then walked back to the Turkish trenches,
and they recommenced firing.
Both sides were fighting someone else’s
war ... and in the end compassion won.

Above Hot air ballooning is popular
Below: Penelope and the travelling group

The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley
Part of the
Australiana
series by
Larraine Hahlos
exclusive to The
Gallery
Kimberley springtime
Bush tucker

The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley
149 Moss Vale Road

Open 10 am till 4 pm each day. thegallery@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 44 651 621
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Bhutan - Land of happiness
The approach to Paro Airport, the only
one in this small Himalayan kingdom, was
so hair-raising that I was apprehensive
that everything else would seem an
anticlimax by comparison.
My only comparable experience was the
approach to the old Kai Tak Airport in Hong
Kong.
This time it was mountains, rather than highrise buildings, which the plane’s wings
avoided by what seemed the narrowest of
margins.
Only Druk Air, the national airline, is
allowed to fly into Paro: I don’t know
whether that is motivated by economic
considerations or by the belief that other
pilots can’t be trusted to land there safely.
From Paro we drove to Thimphu (population
100,000), said to be the centre of government
[see below], religion [all pervasive] and
commerce [what there is of it] - the only
capital in the world without traffic lights.
They were once installed, but removed after
one day because they didn’t look nice and
too many people complained that they were
impersonal!
A word of advice to travelers: check the
location of your hotels before booking.
The accommodation (as everywhere we
went) was perfectly acceptable, but our
Thimphu hotel was miles out of town and
next to a building site.

while the police rode their motorbikes from
Thimphu. Fortunately, they’d arrived before
us and, after wielding tape measures most
assiduously, they allowed the very long lines
of traffic to move.
Mechanics are evidently in short supply, for
one of the trucks was still there when we
returned two days later. Between the long
drives we stayed at Punakha, the former seat
of government, and again the highlight was a
beautiful dzong, this time a 17th century
fortress which has survived six fires, two
earthquakes and endless sieges from Tibetan
armies. For our last two days in Bhutan we
returned to Paro, where I was to realise my
principal ambition in visiting the country the trek up to the Taktsang Monastery,
known as the ‘Tiger’s Nest’.

It is perched on the side of a cliff 900m
above the Paro Valley floor. The dirt track is
steep, and in some places unstable, and the
last leg comprises 731 steps (yes, I counted
them). It took us seven hours to walk there
and back, including short breaks for tea on
the way up and lunch on the way down.
The monastery itself is nothing special, but
its location, the wonder that it was ever built
there, the stunning views from it, and the
sense of achievement when we regained the
valley floor, made the trek very well worth
the effort.
The most impressive place to visit in the
capital is Trashi Choe Dzong, the ‘Fortress
of the Glorious Religion’, a beautiful
medieval fortress/monastery which was
formerly the royal palace but now houses
most government offices, the King having
moved into a much smaller palace nearby.
Since we arrived on a weekend, we were
able to witness an archery competition.
Archery is the national sport, and taken very
seriously, with many hundreds of dollars
spent on bows of the latest technology.
The target is so distant that I couldn’t see it
without binoculars. If an archer hits it, he
dons a sash (a new colour for each hit) and
all competitors join in a celebratory dance.
From Thimphu we drove over a mountain
pass. The summit (3,140m) is covered with
small chortens (stupas), shrouded in mist and
much more atmospheric than had we seen it
on a clear day.
Our progress down the mountain was
impeded by a truck collision, which had
blocked the narrow road for several hours

The Bhutanese are supposed to make the trek
at least once in a lifetime, and our fellow
travelers comprised more pilgrims than
tourists. Enough of the travelogue. What
about the culture of Bhutan? The people are
racially homogenous, being descended from
the Mongol hordes.
One of the few facts widely known about the
country is that wealth is officially measured
by wellbeing, rather than by money.
Indeed, Gross National Happiness is the
official indicator of the state of the nation.
The Bhutanese are friendly, and I can
honestly say that I saw none who looked
noticeably unhappy.
However, the cynic in me can’t help
wondering whether the policy is designed to
distract the poorer people from their material
poverty. I don’t think poverty in Bhutan is
of a level comparable with that found in
India or Africa, but one doesn’t have to go
far outside the towns to see people
apparently eking out a basic existence.
Bhuddhism plays a major role in providing
spiritual comfort where material comfort
(Continued on page 46)

Bistro One46
Café Bella
Harcourts
KV Collections
KV Fudge House and Ice
Creamery
KV Supermarket and
General Store
KV Getaways
The Friendly Inn
The Gallery in Kangaroo

Proving to be popular
Ideal gifts for all year round

Available now at the businesses in the Valley listed above
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Beautiful
Bhutan
(Continued from page 45)

may be lacking. The number of religious
buildings is out of all proportion to the
population, and growing.
Our guide was very religious, and couldn’t
understand why we questioned the
government’s priorities in spending its very
limited resources on monasteries and
chortens rather than on schools, hospitals
and roads.
After all, foreign aid could provide those,
couldn’t it?
But monasteries, funded by the government,
do play a major role in education - especially
for children of families who can’t afford to
send them to school. Boys do not have to
enter a monastery for a lifetime but, if they
wish to leave, they must pay a substantial
amount - presumably rationalised as
reimbursement for the cost of feeding,
clothing and educating them.
There are no pensions in Bhutan, and some
older men abandon their wives and families
to go into a monastery when they can no
longer work.
So, for social as well as religious reasons,
red-robed monks are ubiquitous, and seem to
live more normal lives than those in other
countries.
When I mention the government, it is hard to
distinguish that from the King.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Limited democracy has recently been
introduced, but we had the strong impression
that the King still wields ultimate authority
in Bhutan.
Not that the people seem to resent that: the
King is widely revered, and his photo seems
to hang in every home, as well as in every
public building.
In the latter, his photo is usually
accompanied by that of his father, the fourth
king, who recently abdicated in his favour,
despite still being in his fifties, and often also
be those of the first three kings.
It is said to be the King who has decreed that
everyone in government service, and
everyone entering a government building,
must wear the national dress.
Another means of preserving tradition is the
requirement that all new buildings may not
exceed three storeys and must be in the
traditional design.
People may, however, proclaim their
individuality be choosing the colour of their
houses - with some startling results.
The houses seem surprisingly large, until one
realises that three generations of a family all
live on the middle floor, the ground floor
being reserved for animals and the top floor
for storage.
Much as I had enjoyed visiting Tibet (in
1998), I hoped that neighbouring Bhutan
shared none of its less attractive features.
In the event, my apprehension proved totally
unfounded.
The altitude, which had given me a constant
headache in Tibet, caused no problems in
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Bhutan. In Tibet the food had been
unpalatable, to put it mildly.
The country information provided with my
Bhutan itinerary had warned that a common
dish was “bones with fish”, to which I would
add “bones with chicken”.
However, most of the food was very
acceptable - albeit somewhat lacking in
variety - and I really enjoyed a national dish
of greens (I sampled spinach, asparagus and
ferns at different times) in a cheese and chilli
sauce.
And in Tibetan monasteries the all-pervasive
yak butter candles both caused nausea and
ruined the paintings, whereas Bhutan’s
monasteries use Indian ghee and the
paintings are in pristine condition.
To sum up, Bhutan is a fascinating country,
with friendly people, pure air, and an overall
sense of serenity.
But India regards Bhutan as a buffer state
between it and China, and its influence
seems likely to increase.
The end of the monarchy in Nepal will
inevitably affect the traditions of that
country, and Tibetan culture has been all but
destroyed by the influx of Han Chinese.
So I would strongly recommend a visit to
Bhutan now, before its unique culture and
traditions are overcome by Western
“civilisation” or other outside influences.
Television has only recently been allowed
into the country. I can only hope that doesn’t
prove to be the thin edge of the wedge.
Tony Barnett

Airport Transfers • Winery Tours • Corporate Travel •
Weddings • Theatre, Opera, Sporting Events •
Sydney, Canberra and Southern Highlands
Vehicles for all occasions
At Your Service
24hours a day and 7 days a week
Contact HCHC
M: 0400 921 239
E: info@hchc.com.au • W: www.hchc.com.au
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Balls of steel annual championship review
Following a review of the inclement
weather recently at the Friendly Inn,
the annual championships of 'BALLS
OF STEEL' - Petanque / Boules it
was officially decided to move to a
temporary alternate site with
sheltered grounds.
Darren and Dee kindly offered their
Barrengarry property at which the battle
would be held.
Many had come before during the last three
years to contest the event, but following
emotional and physical scars from past losses
only a brave 15 appeared through the misty
rain and stepped into the velodrome. The title
for the fourth time only was now up for

Championship fare fit for champions

grabs.
Three year reigning champ, Tim
Summerton - normally praised for his
highly acclaimed contemporary
artworks, once again stepped up to
defend his crown, which many felt
more suited their heads.
Organisers Simon, Frank, Darren, and
others had set-up an excellent all
weather venue complete with a
magnificent open fire cooking a
'Portugese' trussed whole lamb.
Two initial heats to 13 points were to
be held, with the first three players to
advance to the final.
A cameraderie was evident among this year’s finalists
As with the game and the varied
The reigning champ was finally in the lead
surface of each run, consistency was the
with only one point needed to secure victory.
greatest challenge. Peter, Ed, Tim,
Tim's first throw nuzzled the prized jack, but
Lance, Dave, Bob and Casper were in the
one other could still remove the winning ball.
mix throughout the game, but succumbed
The game was almost over, then on the final
to the pressure and were eliminated.
toss King Tim threw his last attempt, which
The final, between Tim, Simon, Mark,
could have removed his winning shot.
Frank, Nick and Nigel as the first to
Instead his final throw miraculously rolled
reach seven points, was witnessed by
through the pack of would-be contenders and
families and friends who were well
joined his first winning shot, which also
nourished by the delicious BBQ
gently kissed the jack to take two shots and
offerings.
the crown for a fourth consecutive year.
Under fading light and drizzling rain the
The remaining hours of celebration were
game continued with car headlights
filled with many stories of praise,
illuminating the bombs, which sprayed
laughter and plans of glory for next year’s
like Catherine wheels on cracker night,
title - Long live the king!
as they landed and rolled towards their
Lance Brown
destiny.

The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley

1

6

3

4

We are delighted to be able to present a selection of fine sculptures,
glassware and paintings from the JD Gallery
1 The violinist by Derek Watt
2 Oil by Vivien Tanner
3 Double Bass by Derek Watt
4 Glass vase by Richard Lamprecht
5 Oil by Vivien Tanner
6 Acrylic by Vivien Tanner

5

2

The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley
149 Moss Vale Road
Open 10 am till 4 pm each day.
thegallery@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 44 651 621
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Firey Tales
by Cinderfella

News
A benefit night will be held for the
Senior Deputy Captain of Shoalhaven
Heads brigade, Phil Borchard, on
July 6 at Shoalhaven Heads Bowling
& Recreation Club.
Promising to put the ‘fun’ back in
fundraising, highlights of the night
include Burnt Offering (The Fire Choir),
Men in Tight Tights, Time Warpers and
yes the Monty Men.
Rumour has it that the KVRFS Captain will
be wearing less than his fire jacket (again).
Benefit starts 7 p.m. and tickets are $15, with
all funds raised going towards the costs of
Phil’s ongoing treatment for cancer.
Everyone invited for a most worthy cause
and we would like to get at least one table
from KV.
Tickets available from Julie or Lyndal at
Shoalhaven Fire Control 4424 4424.

June call-outs
Just the one call for this month to a reported
structure fire on Budgong Fire Trail.
This appeared to be the result of an
overloaded power board that had fused the
power point and wiring in the wall cavity,
resulting in a fire running up the wall
panelling. Luckily some quick action by the
owner meant he managed to bring this under
control and we were able to remove some
wall panelling to determine that all was safe
and there was no chance of re-ignition.
Surprisingly the power was still live and had
not tripped the circuit breaker, which we also
isolated to make safe the area.
This was just the day after we had posted the
timely warning in last month's voice in
relation to the Winter Fire Safety Campaign
and the number of house fires that occur
during winter.

Training News
Training has continued for our new group of
Basic Firefighters, although a little restricted
due to the cold foggy nights and the ongoing
rain showers cancelling several training
nights. Nevertheless, they are almost through
their training and embarking on the
assessment process and it’s encouraging to
see interest from several new members for
the next training intake.
The brigade was involved in a Group 1
training day held last weekend at Bomaderry
High School in a joint exercise between 6
RFS vehicles and a Nowra Fire and Rescue
pumper.
A good opportunity for the different brigades
to train together, the day provided some
valuable insights into problems encountered
at large structure fires and included a very
good briefing from John ‘Cooch’ Allen on
the equipment and capabilities of the
pumper.
As a result of our AGM we can welcome to
the ranks our two new Deputy Captains
Mark Bourke and Dave Alexander. Deputy
Captain is an important role as the trucks are

Group 1 training day showing (L–R) John ‘Cooch’ Allen, Chloe Jenner, Chelsea Sherborne,
Dave Alexander, Neil Millet, Neil Breeze
not able to leave the shed for a fire call
without an officer on board.
No other changes to positions as shown.
Captain
Dave Smart
Senior Deputy Captain Neil Breeze
Deputy Captains
Keith Nelson,
Bill Chittick, Mike Gorman, Peter Wilson,
Dave Alexander, Mark Bourke
Secretary
Lorraine
Mairinger
Treasurer
Ken Crocker
Did you know? The NSW RFS relies on a
team of dedicated men and women behind
the scenes, filling important roles in areas
such as: administration; communication;
catering; community education; community
engagement; training; operational logistics
support; welfare support; equipment
maintenance.
No matter what your experience, there’s a
role for nearly everyone.

Guide to action: July
Prepare. Act. Survive. Now is the time to
take the first step – prepare.
·
Download the Bushfire Safety Plan
from www.rfs.gov.au or order one
by calling 1800 679 737. It can
help you make important decisions
before the fire season starts.
·
Download the Fires Near Me app
to your Smartphone
·
Clear bushfire fuel (fallen
branches, sticks, and leaves) from
around your home. These winter
months are a great time for pile
burns. (No permit needed but you
must inform adjoining neighbours
at least 24 hours before lighting
fire.)
Your well prepared home will increase the
safety of fire fighters and is more likely to
survive a bushfire, even if you leave early.

JINDYANDY ANTIQUES

www.jindyandyantiques.com.au
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The Sports
Report
Thursday June 13 was the evening of
the Junior Tennis Finals and what a
night it was!
Cheerful balloons festooned the
clubhouse and party food was laid out
on the table while on the court there was
some fabulous tennis.
There was great expectation in the air
because, in the semi-finals, the team that had
come 4th in the points score during the season
had beaten the team coming 1st.
So, after that upset, the overall 2nd team was
playing the 4th.
Before the match Jan set the rules for the
onlookers: cheer each good point fairly and
equally, support all four players and be
mindful of any distractions you may be
causing the players.
The whole event went smoothly.

The ball boys
(James Good,
Will Lumsden
and Jacob
Stirling) were
as good as
those in the
Australian
Open and
Luka Russell
scored the
match with
aplomb.
There were
two sets
played, with
the winning
team of each
set being the
first to 11
Club President Bruce Rodway pictured with Joe Thomas Mac Barker
Caelen Barker, Lucy Sharman and Noah Thomas

From l to r: Jacob Stirling , Will Lumsden and James Good

points. The balls were the
special orange and yellow
balls used by young players
and the court was just not
quite full length.
If the first ball was a fault,
then Jan allows them to play
the second serve underarm.
The shots on the night
would have been acceptable,
and applauded, in the senior
competitions, the rallying
was exciting for the crowd
watching and the match was
a close call.

The runners-up were Lucy Sharman and
Noah Thomas and the winners were those
boys from that 4th team, Joe Thomas and
Caelan Barker.
Jan especially praised Joe and Noah because
they both made the finals in their very first
year of playing tennis.
There was another award handed out on the
night and that was the medal for the season’s
best and fairest player: Mac Barker.
All in all a great night of tennis and well
worth thinking about coming down to be a
part of the audience for the next season’s
competition final.
Lee Sharam
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Social golf day a
way to say goodbye
What started out as a small get
together for a few mates to farewell
the sewerage installation manager
Glen Wright, from Lucas, snowballed
into a larger social gathering where a
mob of Kangaroo Valley guys and
some ring-ins from Wollongong had a
great day out locally.
Many of the gentlemen are not avid
golfers, so some experienced
“Captains” were appointed and then
teams were drawn out of a hat to mix up
the grouping.
It was a nine hole shotgun start ambrose
format, and fittingly Glen Wright, whose
farewell it was, was on the winning team
ably captained by Harry Britain himself.
Perhaps it is true that the best scorer always
wins on a golf day!
The organizer Simon Shine would like to
thank Harry (for his generous contribution of
discounting the green fees and golf cart hire
for the group.
This was mainly responsible for the group
being able to raise $500 towards the
Kangaroo Valley Primary School’s computer
fundraising efforts. Well done Harry and a

Clearly a winter’s day for the inaugural “Gentleman’s Golf Day but sufficient enthusiasm at the
K.V Golf and Country Resort to raise $1000 as a donation to the K.V. Public School

big thanks to The Kangaroo Valley Golf and
Country Resort for being so community
minded.
The Friendly Inn was the location for the
post game debrief where John Smart from
The Kangaroo Valley Fishing Club heard of
the fundraising efforts and announced that
the Fishing club would match the money

raised dollar for dollar.
So a total of $1000 will be presented to the
primary school to assist with their computer
program.
There has been a lot of interest expressed for
the next Gentlemen’s Golf Day which is
planned to occur in six months or so.
Peter Thompson
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Senior tennis
finals decided
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Gavin who played for Darrell played a skilful
and high energy game and was well matched
against Ed, until slipping slightly in the tie
break.
On the other hand Ed overcame an early
problem with his serves and cane good late in
the tie break set.
A Grade
Marion played a strong hard hitting game with
This match saw the debut in A division low l ground strokes and a fast reliable service.
Keith played good reliable tennis and was most
of two former B division players,
Andrew Paterson and Chelsea Sherborn effective playing near the back line,
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Winners, Ed Barger (playing for Oliver
Radic), Allen Harvey, John George, Marion
Smart.
Runners up Gavin Chittick, (playing for
Darrell Johns). Andrew Paterson (playing
for Mike Gorman). Keith Learn, Chelsea
Sherborn.
The match concluded after four sets, final
score being four sets to love.
Nigel Lewis

B Grade result page 57

both played well
and won points
with their deft
thinking shots.
Chelsea was
effective with her
accurate lobs and
Andrew won
points with his
placement of lobs
and passing shots.
Alan Harvey played
a standout evening
of tennis showing
great mobility and as
always the master of
the lob, another key
player John George
was on his serve and
his signature mid
courts volleys were
winners in this
match.

A Grade finalists from left to right: Gavin Chittick (subbing for Darrell Johns)
Keith Learn, Mike Gorman (injured), Darrell Johns(injured), Andrew Paterson (subbing for Mike Gorman), Ed
Barger (subbing for Oliver Radic), Chelsea Sherborne, John George,
Marion Smart, Allan Harvey.

ATM machine now available
Kangaroo Valley’s own

Open seven days a week from 6 am to 7 pm
The best fresh fruit and meat and grocery choice

Petrol, diesel, oils all at Nowra prices
Ice, firewood and prepaid phone credits
32 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577 phone (02) 4465 1986

Ben & Jerry ice-cream now available
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Kangaroo Valley
Golf Club News
When we all arrived for the May
Medal and stroke round, on Saturday
May 25, we found a really wet golf
course and an extremely heavy fog,
which didn’t lift until around 10:30
am.
To make matters more difficult we were
asked to tee off at 7a.m. due to the large
number of bookings for the day.
The scores reflected the conditions and Chris
Gane won the Medal and stroke round with a
Nett 73.
Ron Bower had a Nett 76 finishing second
and Di Buckley was third with a Nett 78.
There was another heavy fog the next week,
1st June, and because of the conditions the
greens were fluffy.
Again we were faced with playing in
conditions that made it quite difficult to
score well.
The Stableford event saw Chris Gane with
35 points have another win. Di Buckley was
second with 34 points, beating Ron Bower
on a countback.
Conditions were much better for the June
long weekend and on the Saturday there
were sufficient starters for both a Men’s and
Women’s event.
Suzanne Greer won the Women’s event with
32 points; Joan Edwards was second with 29
and Shelia Young third with 28 points.
The Men’s was won by Craig Riethmuller
with a fine 38 points; Brad Innes was second
36 points and John Innes third with 34.
After the round we had our traditional
Queen’s Birthday BBQ lunch, which was
enjoyed by all who attended.
The Sunday competition was a mixed event
and Phil Gane, yes it’s Phil again, won with
37 points beating Natalie McDonnell on a
count-back with Andrew Housden taking
third spot with 36 points.
Natalie McDonnell made sure she didn’t
finish second again, playing some very good
golf and finished with an excellent 39 points.
David Golovsky had a good 37 points to
finish second and Robbie McDonnell was
third with 36 points.
The main competition was based on the best
two scores over the Queen’s Birthday
Weekend.
It was a McDonnell event with Natalie,
whose consistent golf, earned her first spot
with scores of 37 and 39 points, a total of 76
points. Robbie was second with 34 and 36
and overall 70.
Andrew Housden was third with scores of 33
and 36 giving a total of 69. Saturday 15th
June, was a Par event with John Innes having
a solid round and finishing with +3.
He beat Laura Gane on a countback and Brad
Innes was third with +1.
Until next time Seventy Plus

Members of The Kangaroo Valley Golf Club enjoy their Queen’s Birthday Weekend BBQ

Sam Hutchinson teeing off at the first Tee on the Queen’s Birthday Weekend
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

The Village Green Nursery
Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and
Ornamental trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and
Hedging

Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice

Kangaroo Valley Security

Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

J. Brian. Davidson

Painter and Decorator

(35 years experience)
including Colour Consultation. Fully Insured.
Reasonable Rates Call Brian for free
quotation for work under $1000

0412 227 292

Does your home need a new look
I’m a painter with over 30 years experience.
I work all areas—no job is too small—and
guarantee the quality of my work.
For a free quote call Trevor
4422 4748
0407 107 494

New Look Painting
Lic. No. R90438

Specialising in Tung Oil for New and Old Flooring
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Electrical services and renewable
energy systems for your
home or business
Lic No: 46822C CEC Accredited: A3257263

P: 44 651 540
E:info@kangaroovalleysolar.com.au
www.kangaroovalleysolar.com.au

Mike and Cathy Gorman
MTA Member
Motor Mechanic Lic #: 106089

John Wright
0411 619 179
email Wassa@shoal.net.au
Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley

All mechanical repirs

Call Warren 0438 418 198

Wrights Farm
Machinery P/L

4465 1030

Call Warren 0438 418 198 4465 1030
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Paul Obern Arborist Services
Qualified Tree Surgeon with 15 years Experience
Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding,
Thinning, Mulching, Fire Reduction Clearing, Dangerous
Tree Removal – All Sizes
Call Paul Tel 44651391 or Mobile No 0403610236
Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

• 24/7 Emergency plumbing
•All construction work
•Renovations and extensions
•No job too BIG or small
•All your plumbing needs

Call Dave on 0431-466-417
Lic No: 242026C

Wildlife Rescue South Coast
(WRSC)
formerly NANA
tel no 0418427214
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B Grade a close tussle
Two teams with great talent gave an
exciting night of tennis with long hard
fought rallies and some amazing shots.
Mike Cox, who played for Geoff Good
was very consistent and let very few
balls get past him.
There were several interesting duels between
the Stantons.
Peter ended up winning 14 games to
Rosemary's 12.
Lucy Rodden was the player of the night
winning s standout 18 games.
Jo Stirling and Eloise Lamond were the
other standout players, with their great
mobility around the court and consistent
ground shots.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Don and Bianca both
played good
supporting tennis with
success at the net,
Don exhibited his
ability to send back
scorching forehands to
great advantage.
Winners: Don
Godden, Peter
Stanton, Jo Stirling,
Lucy Rodden.
29 games
Runners up. Mike Cox
(playing for Geoff
Good), Rosemary
B Grade finalists from left to right:
Stanton, Eloise
Rosemary Stanton, Bianca Murphy, Eloise Lamond, Mike Cox (subbing
Lamond, Bianca
for Geoff Good), Don Godden, Lucy Rodden, Jo Stirling, Peter Stanton.
Murphy, 25 games.

Christopher Cook—Dental Prosthetist

“Pineview Cottage” 160 Old South Road, Bowral 2576

(02) 4862 1046
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
CARING, PERSONAL SERVICE
NO REFERRAL NEEDED - FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

Stephen 0406 344 820

Nathan 0414 713 353
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Bendeela cover up
(Continued from page 5)

now buried were active or inactive. I
reiterated to the council environmental
officer that they had broken the law,
which he admitted they could not deny.
Last Tuesday, three people went to the picnic
grounds and surveyed the landscape, having
previous knowledge of what it looked like
before this work was carried out.
During the course of the day, 46 burrows
were unearthed that had been either filled in
or collapsed. Photographs were taken. There
are many more, still covered. One burrow
entrance was buried under a felled tree.
SCWA stated they had a wildlife policy
completed – where was this when the
contractors were deciding ad hoc to fill in
and collapse burrows? How convenient that
the area that was flatter and easier to use the
mulcher encountered no ‘active burrows’
and all the area was covered and filled in,
but the banked areas that the machinery
could not reach has untouched burrows .
Fact- some burrows can be more than 100
years old and are handed down from
generation to generation.
Due to the depth of the tunnels within the
burrows that had been filled in it was
impossible to recover any bodies. However,
the sleeping chambers of some burrows that
had been filled in had recent leaf material on
the floor suggesting they had been in use.
Fact – wombat joeys at this time of year
are in burrows with their mothers who are
still feeding them.
It was extremely hard work to pull out the
debris of branches and heavy mulch, one
took nearly an hour to open up as the roof
had collapsed into a large sleeping chamber,
and as it was cleared, more mulch cascaded
into the space, re engulfing the two burrow
tunnels running off the chamber. It sickened
me to think of how terrified these animals
must have been, and the impact this work
will have on the resident numbers that live
here.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Bendeela picnic and camping area has a
long and sad history of animal cruelty,
particularly wombats and wombat joeys.
There have been wombats deliberately run
over by visitors for a laugh, shootings,
drowning of joeys, stabbings and at Easter I
rescued a joey that had been thrown along
with its dead mother, into a dumpster.
It is now doing well. This area is really
beautiful and should be a safe haven for
native wildlife, away from people and
traffic. Unfortunately campers and day
trippers drive fast around the site, and many
calls I receive are for injured and dead
wombats killed by car impact in the
camping areas–joeys are orphaned.
Wombats are used to having people around
them in this area and many people visit the
grounds to be up close to wildlife, but an
element of the human race abuse this trust
and take advantage of being able to hurt and
kill these animals whilst they forage grass.
The last thing I would expect to see is the
custodians of this site, with obvious
ignorance to the wombats behaviour and
habitat, wipe out 46 burrows in daylight
hours.
Well, good for Sydney Catchment Water
Authority who own the land in question who
agreed for this method to be used, and good
for Shoalhaven Council who were
overseeing the job. Not so good for the local
wildlife residents that had their homes
destroyed and lives lost.
SCWA said they asked for the machinery
being used to stop when they were informed
of the complaint, however, the work needed
to be completed by this machinery was
already finished at this point, and the
damage had been done, so a bit late.
Perhaps SCWA should have been more
aware of what is going on within their land
rather than shutting the door after the horse
has bolted. I have been in contact with
SCWA throughout this event, and they have
been conscientious in investigating
internally where this went wrong and have
been open about the process and procedures
they used before this work commenced.

J. T. Rebbeck - Earthmoving Contractor
4465 1329 Mobile 0414 744 258

Reliable service,
excellent equipment, competitive quotes.
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Can you see the burrow? It is to the right of
this tree debris, completely buried.

Pulling out the mass of sticks and debris
from the burrow that was filled in.

Revealed –the entrance to the burrow
They did have an environmental plan
written, and this plan states the burrows
should be identified as either active or non
active and red flags to indicate which should
be preserved. This was not implemented by
the contractor.
SCWA have since requested that Wildlife
Rescue South Coast, The Wildlife
Preservation Society, The Australian
Wildlife Society work with SCWA to advise
and support any further works that may be
planned in the future at Bendeela Camping
Grounds in regard to native wildlife.
Parks and Wildlife NSW were informed by
the local resident about the destruction and
did visit the site after the machinery had
ceased, 3 days after the call was made. I
contacted NSWPW office and left a message
asking to be contacted re this issue. No one
has ever contacted me. The feedback was
they could not see anything wrong? Did they
know the landscape before it was buried? It
goes to show just how well the burrows were
concealed by the debris and mulch. See
photos 1,2 &3.
Fact- 46 buried and collapsed burrows
were uncovered.
Lyn Obern
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Wot’s on in the Valley

Claim the date!
August 10
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Special events July 2013

Pre school winter dance
July 4

Children’s Writing Workshops
K to 2 - 9am to 12 noon

October 25-27 KV Folk Festival

July 9

Trivia at The Friendly Inn from 7 pm

October 26 KV Public School Country Fair
(10 am-3 pm)

July 10

Children’s Writing Workshops
3 to 6 - 9am to 3pm

July 13

Get funky in Upper River

September 7 Noah’s Challenge

Organisations are invited to use this page
to claim the date for any events they are planning,
so as to avoid doubling up and clashes
with other groups

July 20 and 21 Classical concerts in Berry

Monthly events

Weekly events

Mon (1st)

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – David Smart 4465 1214

Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and
Highlands - 4423 5990

Mon (2nd)

Environment Group – 6 pm – The Gallery. Peter Stanton 4465 1688

Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 8 am

Mon (3rd)

A and H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Donna Parker, 4465 2170
Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Workbee. Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
for confirmation and location of meeting place.

Tues (2nd)

Pre School Meeting

Tues (2nd)

KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon Garth Chittick 4465 1367

Tues (2nd)

KV Pioneer Settlement Trust meeting 9 am to 10.30 am
Elaine Apperley 4465 2026

Mon
Tues
Tues
Wed
Wed

Tues (4th)

Lions Club. Carolyn Green 4465 1384

Thurs (2nd)

P. and C. Meeting – – KV School

Fri (2nd)

View Club General Meeting and Luncheon – 12 pm – locations as advised

Wed

Fri (4th)

Monthly Mingles. Bistro One 46 Moss Vale Road

Wed

Sat (last)

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482

Thurs

Sun (last)

Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman 4465 1140

Thurs

Bi-weekly events
Wednesdays daytime twice monthly and Wednesdays (at night once monthly)
Guided meditation 6-15 pm to 7-45pm Patsy Robb 44 651 626 Mobile 0432 522 030
Thursday (1st and 3rd)

Wed

Sat
Sun

Men’s Group— 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056

1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
10-12 and 6-8 Iyenga Yoga
44 651 364
Cuppa and kids
Sunday School Hall from 9-30 am
Mass St Joseph’s 6-15 am
Pioneer Museum Park Conservation
Group from 9am finishing about 4pm
Ph: Werner Bayer 4465-1058 and
Phil Scott on 4465-1968.
KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm
Kangaroo Valley Poker Group
The Friendly Inn 7 p.m
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact
44 651 364
Pilates KV Hall 1 pm—2-15 pm
Enquiries 44 651 958
1-3 pm Women's Care and share Anglican Hall 44 651 585
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 8 am
Anglican Church 4465 1585
8-30 am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $48 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
Send to Angus Kennedy, Distribution Office, P.O. Box 6860, Kangaroo Valley, email to nundora2@bigpond.net.au. or “phone 44651225
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS and CHURCHES
Preschool
P and C
Public School
Scots College
Anglican Church
Sunday School
Catholic Church

Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
Bianca Murphy 4465 1182
John Bond
4465 1182
Grahame Allen 4465 1089
Andrew Patterson 4465 1585
Jeanette Dumbrell 4465 2708
Anne Dynon
4421 4810

CHARITIES and SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute Isabel Butler
4465 1248
Lions Club
Jason Horton
4465 2222
V.I.E.W. Club Jan Cole
4861 7572
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock
4465 1357
Environment
Rosemary Johnson 4465 2197
Wildlife Rescue South Coast
0418 427 214
Wires
4862 1788

EMERGENCIES
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Ambulance
000
Poisons
13 1126
Integral Energy
13 1003
Lifeline
13 1114
Fire
000
SPORTS and EXERCISE
Bushwalking
Fran Pritchard
4465 1599
Cricket Club
Hugh Sinclair 0435 001 294
Fishing Club
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Hockey Club
Sharon Gomez
4465 1580
Pilates
Melinda Mangold 0404 483 680
Pony Club
Bronwyn Petersen 4465 2364
Rowing Club Gerry Garrett
4465 1419
Tennis Club
Bruce Rodway
4465 1756
OTHER ORGANISATIONS

AGES and STAGES
Cubs/Scouting Gary Thomas
Cuppa and kids Cecily Paterson

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Budgong Community Group
Nicholas Carlile 4446 0591
Historical Society Garth Chittick 4465 1367
FYRE
Karen Harrison 4465 1699
KV Arts Festival Denise Wright
4465 1963
K.V.C.A..
Barbara Woodney 4465 1117
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
K. V. Sustainable Land Management Group
Jan Johnson
4465 1593
KVRFS Captain David Smart
4465 1214
K. V. Show
Sharon Gomez
4465 1580
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Osborne Park/Hall Jacqui. Lenz
4465 1272
Pioneer Museum Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Seniors Support Tony Barnett
4465 1800
Tourist Assn Brenda Sambrook
0407 466 890
Upper River Progress Assn
David Loneragan 4465 1364

Rick
4465 1113
4446 1160 Alcholics Anonymous
Group Secretaries 4465 1585 Brogers Creek Landcare
Andrew Fitzsimmons 4465 1482 please check and update details
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